This is the official program for the May 2020 Commencement at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. It includes the names of students who have applied to graduate. Please note that participation in a commencement ceremony does not guarantee degree conferral. Degrees are conferred (granted) only when all requirements have been met and the final grades for a student’s final semester have been computed. Degrees are conferred and diplomas mailed during a 10-week period following the end of each semester. Listings are as of December 1, 2020.
Program

WELCOME
Ryan Romero ‘17, ‘20
Cassie Soto ‘17

OPENING REMARKS
President Keith E. Whitfield

PRESENTATION OF COLORS
UNLV Air Force & Army ROTC Honor Guards

NATIONAL ANTHEM
The Star-Spangled Banner
Olivera Gjorgoska, Soprano
Accompanied by David Loeb, Piano

UNLV ALMA MATER
UNLV Choral Ensembles and Wind Orchestra
Music by Eric Whitacre, Lyrics by Thomas Leslie and Robyn Lemon Chapman
David Weiller and Thomas Leslie, Music Directors

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
President Whitfield

GREETINGS
Board of Regents, Chair Mark W. Doubrava
Chancellor Melody Rose

CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREE
President Whitfield
Sam Lieberman (posthumously)

RECOGNITION OF OUTSTANDING GRADUATES
President Whitfield

STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
Lili K. Equihua

CLASS PROFILE
Ryan Romero and Cassie Soto

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
President Whitfield, Provost Chris L. Heavey and Deans

TURNING OF THE TASSELS
President Whitfield and Provost Heavey

WELCOME UNLV ALUMNI
Stacey Purcell ‘90

CONCLUDING REMARKS
President Whitfield, Ryan Romero and Cassie Soto
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS

Since its first classes were held in the 1950s, the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) has undergone an amazing transformation, from a dusty outpost on the south edge of town to a thriving urban research institution. Along the way, thanks to its innovative frontier spirit, UNLV has kept pace with one of the country’s fastest-growing and most enterprising cities.

The university’s origins were humble. In 1951, when the post-war boom had swollen the Las Vegas valley’s population to more than 50,000, the University of Nevada, Reno established an extension program here. Twenty-eight students began meeting for classes in the dressing rooms of Las Vegas High School’s auditorium. In 1954, the Nevada Board of Regents founded the Southern Regional Division of the University of Nevada, popularly known as Nevada Southern. Twenty-nine students accepted degrees at the university’s first commencement in 1964.

In 1969, with the Board of Regents’ approval, the university adopted its current name, the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. By the following year, as the Las Vegas’ metropolitan population reached 275,000, UNLV enrolled more than 5,500 students.

Over the next several decades, UNLV continued this heady rate of development — erecting more than 100 buildings, developing dozens of graduate programs, creating partnerships with the community, fielding nationally ranked sports teams, founding an alumni association, promoting scholarship, establishing a fundraising foundation, and recruiting diverse and talented students from across the country. UNLV has come a long way from the high school dressing rooms that once served as its classrooms. Thanks to the dedication of faculty and staff members, students, generous donors, and Las Vegas residents, the university has much to celebrate, especially at Commencement.

ACADEMIC DRESS

The academic caps, gowns, and hoods that make the procession so colorful are part of an 800-year tradition. Academic clothing was first worn in medieval universities like Cambridge, Oxford, Paris, and Bologna. The gowns and hoods served a practical purpose in the days of unheated classrooms.

The European custom was carried to America with the establishment of our own colleges and universities. In 1895 an academic code of dress was adopted, and the standards of a robe, hood, and cap were accepted by most of the colleges and universities in the United States.

Different types of gowns may be distinguished in the academic procession. The bachelors’ gowns have long, pointed sleeves; the masters’ gowns have oblong sleeves with an arc cut away in the front. The doctors’ gowns are faced with velvet and have bell-shaped sleeves with three bars of velvet.

The Oxford cap, the so-called mortarboard, has a long tassel fastened to the middle of the top that is worn hanging over the right front of the cap. Upon graduation, the tassel is moved from right to left. The hood, draped from the shoulder, denotes by its length and colors the field of study and the institution that conferred the degree.

UNIVERSITY MACE

The University Mace, which has its traditions deeply rooted in history, is carried on ceremonial occasions at the head of the academic procession by the Grand Marshal, whose symbolic duty is the protection of the university, its persons, and its processes.

The mace, a long club with a ball of iron, steel, or brass at one end, was used in warfare as late as the sixteenth century. The use of the mace as an instrument of ceremony, however, began about the year 1250 in England and France. The mace is still used widely today in university ceremonies like commencements and inaugurations.

The UNLV Mace, cast by UNLV art professor emeritus Michael McCollum in 1970, was created using the lost wax process. Erik Gronborg’s design for the cubical head of the mace included facets depicting the university seal, a rendering of the Statue of Liberty, a likeness of Renaissance scholar Leonardo da Vinci, and a shelf of books flanked by artists’ brushes.

DISTINGUISHED NEVADAN AWARD

The Distinguished Nevadan Award is conferred by the Board of Regents of the Nevada System of Higher Education to recognize prominent individuals who are present or former residents of the State of Nevada. The award is presented for significant achievements that contribute to the cultural, economic, scientific, or social advancement of Nevada and its people and for exceptional service to the state or nation that has influenced constructively the well-being of society. The recipient receives an engraved medallion and a special certificate.
**PRESIDENT’S MEDAL**

The President’s Medal was first conferred in 1996 on Governor Kenny Guinn. The recipients are selected by the university president to recognize individuals who have provided very special and distinguished service to the university. An engraved medallion and special certificate are presented to each honoree.

**DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR AWARD**

Several years ago the university approved a process for selecting an exceptional faculty member to hold the title of Distinguished Professor. This award is given only after very serious consideration of a highly select group of university faculty. Nominees must have demonstrated extraordinary qualities both as teachers and scholars and must have achieved national and international recognition in their fields of study.

**OUTSTANDING GRADUATES**

UNLV has a long-standing tradition of honoring graduating students who have made a special mark during their time at the university. Undergraduate and graduate students are selected for the honor after a semester-long nomination process. Those students highlighted during Commencement are chosen based on such factors as academic achievement, community outreach, research and creative work, and their ability to overcome adversity.

**PRESIDENTIAL MEDALLION**

The Presidential Medallion is the official insignia of the university president and is worn at Commencement and other ceremonies. UNLV’s Presidential Medallion was given to the university by the Consolidated Students of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas in 1973. The medallion depicts the official seal of the State of Nevada in sterling silver. Links of the chain are engraved with the names of university presidents and their terms of office, symbolizing the continuity of responsibility in the office.

**HONOR SOCIETY MEDALLIONS**

Students who have been initiated into UNLV’s chapter of Phi Kappa Phi National Honor Society may wear a bronze medallion hung on a blue ribbon to be worn at Commencement. Each year Chapter 100 at UNLV invites to membership the top 10 percent of graduate students and undergraduate seniors in their college class and the top 7.5 percent of the junior class in all academic disciplines.

The Golden Key National Honor Society is open to juniors and seniors of all academic disciplines who have earned a 3.30 grade point average or higher. Golden Key is also open to graduate students in the top 15 percent of their class. Students in this honor society wear a gold medallion on a blue and gold cord.

Many disciplines have honor societies specific to their fields. Members wear their cords, pins, or medallions at Commencement.

**RONALD E. MCNAIR SCHOLARS MEDALLION**

The Ronald E. McNair Scholars Medallion is awarded to graduating seniors who have completed the UNLV McNair Scholars Program, in recognition of their dedication to scholarly pursuits and their already considerable research accomplishments.

**CENTENNIAL MEDALLION**

The Nevada Centennial Medallion is presented annually to the graduating senior earning the highest four-year scholastic average at UNLV. A total of 101 medallions were presented to the university by the Rotary Club of Las Vegas at the time of the state’s centennial celebration in 1964.

**GRADUATION WITH HONORS**

Summa cum laude, magna cum laude, and cum laude are the designations for students graduating with a baccalaureate degree who have earned 60 credits at UNLV and have a grade point average that places them in the top 10 percent of students graduating from their college.

Summa cum laude is bestowed on students who are in the top 1 percent of their college graduating class. Magna cum laude is bestowed on graduating students who are in the top 2 percent to 5 percent, and cum laude is bestowed on graduating students in the top 6 percent to 10 percent. The Honors College has different criteria for awarding honors.

The designations in the commencement program take into account both earned credits and credits in progress, along with the GPA for the last semester that the student has completed. Students should be aware that a final determination of honors eligibility is made after all courses are completed and final grades received. The designation that appears on a student’s diploma and transcript is the accurate and final designation.
HONORS COLLEGE MEDALLION RECIPIENTS

Sarah Shamim Aamer, University Honors, Cum Laude
Jonah Drury Adkins, University Honors, Cum Laude
Miklo Alcala, University Honors, Cum Laude
Jett Justin De Guzman Angeles, Cum Laude, University Honors
Luis Becerra-Hernandez, Cum Laude, University Honors
Marc Vincent Borja Amandoron, University Honors
Suzette Arellano, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Karen Maria Bolano, University Honors, Cum Laude
Jannah Marie Bowen, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Jessica Abinal Caigoy, Cum Laude, University Honors
Isabel Catherine Causey, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Deanna Sudberg Chea, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Emma Carolina Cheskey, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Tiffany Shane Buenafior Detablan, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Aika Kay Dietz, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Tyler Dinsmore, University Honors, Cum Laude
Jessica Taylor Eiman, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Madison Joanne Engle, University Honors
Nicholas Robert Elzi, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Landon Empey, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
DeAnna Frances English, University Honors, Cum Laude
Trevor Dennis Scott Glisson, University Honors
Carlos Gonzalez Jr., University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Matthew Ryan Gordin, University Honors, Summa Cum Laude
Marie Hashitani, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Yu Hang He, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Derek Scott Hegna, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
DeJaigh Marie Herrera, University Honors, Cum Laude
Natalie K. Johns, University Honors, Research & Creative Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Miranda Renee Kennedy, University Honors, Cum Laude
Rachel Suhyun Kim, Cum Laude, University Honors
Roland Nicolas Leyson, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Victoria Elizabeth Limon, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Alina R. Lindquist, University Honors, Research & Creative Honors, Summa Cum Laude
Tori Ann Long, University Honors, Research & Creative Honors
Brandon Chi Ly, University Honors
Karla Isabel Manzanero, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Angelica Faye Alcantara Mayor, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Michael Dillon Mazur, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Ashlee Marie McKenna, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Dakota Dean Miller, University Honors
Veronica M. Mullins, University Honors, Cum Laude
Elyssa Manuela Muro, University Honors
Charles Hanna Nijmeh, Economics (Cum Laude) University Honors
Jerald Joseph Novero, University Honors, Cum Laude
Jayla E. Olson, University Honors
Spencer Ostrovsky, University Honors
Henry Taiwoong Park, University Honors
Omar Garcia Perez, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Robin Pollard, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Catherine Ramirez, University Honors
Amber Rivera, University Honors, Cum Laude
Karina Rivera, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Kaidi Shen, University Honors
Claire Skaggs, Summa Cum Laude, Research & Creative Honors
Michael Sison Sutherland Jr., University Honors
Calida Tam, University Honors
Sara Tausendfreund, University Honors, Cum Laude
Trevor H. Tseu, University Honors
Abegail Chua Vicario, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Asia Jade Watanabe, University Honors, Cum Laude
Kassidy Nicole Whetstone, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Nicholas James Wilson, University Honors, Magna Cum Laude
Amber Tze-Huei Wu, Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Xinlian Zhang, Cum Laude, University Honors

GRADUATE COLLEGE MEDALLION RECIPIENTS
Lili K. Equihua
Visar Farhangi
Janna Bernstein
Joy McKenna
Jonathan-Georges Mehanna
Erdogan Kaya
Ezgi Yesilyurt

Graduate College Doctorates with Dissertations

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Doctor of Philosophy

Maryam (Elham) Arabi, Curriculum & Instruction
Training Design Enhancement through Training Evaluation: Effects on Training Transfer

Janna M. Bernstein, Curriculum & Instruction
Understanding the Professional Experiences of White Jewish Women in Higher Education: An Intrinsic Case Study Analysis

Michelle Marie Dominguez Chavez, Higher Education
Supporting the Visible Minority: Factors that Impact Part-time Faculty Intent to Leave

Matthew David Gromlich, Curriculum & Instruction
Using the Critical Mathematics Pedagogical Framework to Teach Adult Basic Education Learners: A Transformative Convergent Parallel Mixed Methods Study

Jacqueline Scott Hart, Educational Psychology
A CHC Theoretical Approach to Examining Cognitive and Academic Deficits Among Students with ADHD Using a Three-Battery Configuration

Kevin Higley, Curriculum & Instruction
Addressing Disproportionality in School Discipline Through Alternatives to Exclusionary Discipline Practices

Sarah Katz, Special Education
Effects of Embedded Tacting Trials and Systematic Prompting on Intraverbal Skill Acquisition

Erdogan Kaya, Curriculum & Instruction
Toward Developing a Valid and Reliable Assessment of Learners’ Nature of Engineering Views

Monique E. Matute-Chavarria, Special Education
Parents’ Beliefs of Cultural Considerations During the Special Education Process: A Delphi Study

Aster Sigel, Curriculum & Instruction
A Combined Approach to Evaluating Student Engagement in a Virtual Laboratory Environment

Mark Lewis Spinrad, Higher Education
Losing Our Faculties: Academic Labor in the Corporate Academy

Michael Wilder, Learning and Technology
Influence of Curricular Organization on Cognitive Load and Student Performance in Online Learning Environments
Ezgi Yesilyurt, Curriculum & Instruction
Epistemic Aspects of Engineering for K-12 Education

Michelle Catherine Zochowski, Educational Psychology
Resilience and the Mental Health of Bullying Victims:
The Role of Peer Relationships on the Relation between
Bullying Victimization and Social Anxiety

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS

Doctor of Musical Arts

Olivera Gjorgoska
*Rusalka* and *The Snow Maiden*: A Comparative Study of
Two Fairytale Operas

Monica Williams
Developing the Young, Dramatic Soprano Voice Ages 15-22

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS

Doctor of Philosophy

Abigail Baily, Psychology
Network Analysis of Cognitive Symptom Domains in
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD)

Lisa M. Beckman, Psychology
Face Affect Perception in Schizophrenia and Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder

Nicholas S. Carfagno, Psychology
The Factor Structures of Ability and Trait Emotional
Intelligences Relative to General Intelligence and
Personality

Aaron D. Coates, Political Science
Middle Powers, Capital Subscriptions, and the Inter-
American Development Bank

Ashley S. Emami, Psychology
Functional Capacity Profiles in Bipolar Disorder and
Schizophrenia

Marina E. Galante, Psychology
Examination of the Relationship Between Sport-Specific
Thoughts and Emotions and Anxiety and Depression in
College Athletes

Stacy J. Graves, Psychology
Validity and Diagnostic Accuracy of ADHD Symptom
Rating Reading Scales for Identifying Adults with ADHD

Erick B. López, Sociology
The Relationship Among Sociocultural Assimilation,
Dietary Behavior, and Physical Activity in Adult Latinxs in
the US

Jonathan-Georges Mehanna, Political Science
Stirring the Pot – The Application of Electoral Gender
Quotas in Africa

Stefanie A. Moynihan, Psychology
Investigating the Inner Experience of Individuals Attending
Psychotherapy at a Community Mental Health Center

Jessica E. Nave-Blodgett, Psychology
Musical Meter: Examining Hierarchical Temporal
Perception in Complex Musical Stimuli Across Human
Development, Sensory Modalities, and Expertise

Alicia Nuñez, Psychology
Addressing Disparities in Cross-Cultural
Neuropsychological Assessment

Christopher P. Plant, Psychology
Examination of the Influence of Consumer Preferences
for Cognitive Behavioral Treatment Components and
Consumer Effort During Treatment Sessions on Child
Welfare Outcomes

Ariel J. Santos, English
Narratives of Belonging and Citizenship: Race and Gender
in the Hemispheric American Novel

Jesse A. Scott, Psychology
Examination of Factors Reported by Athletes to Interfere
with Their Lives Outside of Sports

Jennifer M. Stevens, Sociology
Blue Lives Matter: Identity and the Internet

COLLEGE OF SCIENCES

Doctor of Philosophy

Amro M. Abdalla, Chemistry
Using Novel Mouse Knockout Models to Study the Roles
of ASM (Acid Sphingomyelinase) in the Regulation of
Multiple Stem Cell Compartments in Vivo
Uday Mohamed Baheej Kara Ali, Geoscience
  Three-Dimensional (3D) Characterization of the Middle Ordovician (Darriwilian) Strata in the Southern Great Basin, Western United States

Joy A. McKenna, Biology
  Transcriptional Control of Virulence Genes in the Bacterial Pathogen Shigella Flexneri

Vahe Mkrtchyan, Physics
  Synthesis, X-Ray Absorption, and X-Ray Diffraction Spectroscopy Studies of Uranium Based Heavy Fermion Systems

John Luan Nguyen, Mathematical Sciences
  A Nevanlinna-Type Counting Function and Pullback Measure

Joshua Reagan, Mathematical Sciences
  Tail Measurable Functions and Their Corresponding Induced Classes, and Some Determinacy Conditions Involving 3-Player Games

Benazir Rowe, Mathematical Sciences
  Bayesian Variable Selection Methods for Genome-wide Association Studies with Categorical Phenotypes

Michael Strange, Geoscience
  Microbe-Mineral Interactions During Exceptional Fossil Preservation, Stromatolite Formation, and Desert Varnish Growth

Howard Yanxon, Physics
  Developments of Machine Learning Potentials for Atomistic Simulations

GRADUATE COLLEGE INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS

Doctor of Philosophy

Dustin Dunnick, Interdisciplinary Health Sciences
  The Effect of Body Armor on Pulmonary Function and Repeated Sprint Performance

GREENSPUN COLLEGE OF URBAN AFFAIRS

Doctor of Philosophy

Janice L. Glasper, Workforce Development and Organizational Leadership
  Turning Up the Sound! Senior-Level Sonographers’ Perspectives on the Workforce Readiness and Competency of Entry-Level Sonographers

Milaikeala S.J. Heen, Criminal Justice
  (Non-Consensual) Sex, Drugs & Rock n’ Roll: Sexual Harassment and Violence at Live Music Events

HOWARD R. HUGHES COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Doctor of Philosophy

Visar Farhangi, Civil and Environmental Engineering
  Developing LRFD Side Shear and End Bearing Resistance Factors for the Design of Axially Loaded Drilled Shafts in Soil Containing Caliche Layers Using the Monte Carlo Approach

Zhao Fu, Electrical and Computer Engineering
  Water Quality Prediction Based on Machine Learning Techniques

Robert T. Hunt, Mechanical Engineering
  Thermo-Mechanical Modeling and the Application of Coiled Polymer Actuators in Soft Robotics and Biomimetics

Nathan D.T. Loyd, Civil and Environmental Engineering
  Alternate Novel Thermal Structure Interaction Designs of Molten Salt Shell Structures at High Temperatures Ranging from 565°C to 700°C

Saba Nikkhah Manesh, Civil and Environmental Engineering
  Temporal and Spatial Analysis of the Wage Gap for Women and Underrepresented Minorities in the Architecture, Engineering, and Construction (AEC) Workforce

Sachin Purushothaman Namboodiri, Electrical and Computer Engineering
  A Multi-channel MCP-PMT Based Read Out Integrated Circuit for LiDAR Applications

Kaushik Nandan Raj, Electrical and Computer Engineering
  Fighter Aircraft Guidance and Control
SCHOOL OF INTEGRATED HEALTH SCIENCES

Doctor of Philosophy

Lidio Lima de Albuquerque, Kinesiology
The Influence of Cerebellar Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation on Motor Function in Parkinson’s Disease

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Doctor of Philosophy

Susan Luke Belliston, Nursing
The Effect of Asynchronous versus Synchronous Online Course Delivery on HESI Scores and Student Engagement for Rural Pre-Licensure Nursing Students

KellyAnn Garthe, Nursing
Rejection Sensitivity and Intent to Seek Medical Help Among Gender Minority Individuals

Carol Senette, Nursing
Fluctuating Cohesion: A Grounded Theory Study of Nursing Students Engaged in a Hybrid Debriefing Format

Adrian Rebecca Stamps, Nursing
Exploring the Lived Experience of Early-Career Millennial Nursing Faculty: Deriving Meaning From Their Perspective

Rhiannon Dawn Sullivan, Nursing
Becoming Myself: A Constructivist Grounded Theory Study of the Gender Transition Experiences of Practicing Nurses

Anna Wendel, Nursing
An Exploration of the Numeracy Skills Required for Safe, Quality Nursing Practice

Doctor of Nursing Practice

Kristen Kaye Grunerud
An Intervention to Increase Nurses’ Knowledge of Non-Opioid Pain Management in Post-Operative Elective Knee and Hip Replacement Patients

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Doctor of Philosophy

Maria Amaris Knight, Public Health
Social Emotional Learning as a Universal Upstream Approach to Youth Suicide Prevention: A Secondary Data Analysis of a Prevention Program Evaluation

Sabina Malik, Public Health
School Gardens as a Tool to Improve Student Health Outcomes and Increase Parent Engagement in the Clark County School District

Kristina M. Ricker-Boles, Public Health
How Does Stress and Coping Impact Undergraduate Students’ Mental Health on a Racially Diverse Campus?

WILLIAM F. HARRAH COLLEGE OF HOSPITALITY

Doctor of Philosophy

Tevfik Demirciftci, Hospitality Administration
An Examination of the Role of Online Reviews for Niche Restaurant Segments: Casino Buffet Restaurants

Ankita Ghosh, Hospitality Administration
Prosocial Rule-Breaking to Help Customers Among Hospitality Employees

Eun Min Hwang, Hospitality Administration
Exploring the Airline Passengers’ Preferences of Inflight Foods

Gina K. Marano, Hospitality Administration
Consumers, Critics & Chromatography Analysis: An Analysis of 100-Point Wines

Robert H. Rippee, Hospitality Administration
A Nomological Analysis of Innovation in Hospitality Education and Industry

Esra Topcuoglu, Hospitality Administration
The Short and Long-Term Effectiveness of Online Sales Promotion Type and Fit in Hotels
Graduate College

Specialist in Education
Jacob Amouyal, Educational Psychology
Specialist in Education
Michael Morgan Cervantes, School Psychology

Executive Master of Healthcare Administration
Xavier C. Esquivel, Executive Master of Healthcare Administration
Civon L. Gewelber, Executive Master of Healthcare Administration
Matthew S. Herron, Executive Master of Healthcare Administration
Jaeson Kaylegian, Executive Master of Healthcare Administration
Erjola Leka, Executive Master of Healthcare Administration
Brittany Ann Lewis, Executive Master of Healthcare Administration
Jamal Sims, Executive Master of Healthcare Administration

Master of Arts
Douglas C. Abbott, Political Science
Victoria Bacon, Psychology
Andrea Bernal, Urban Leadership
Julio C. Borjas, Hispanic Studies
Alexander Carmer, Anthropology
Vanissa W. Chan, Journalism & Media Studies
Clayton Neil Cobb, English
Emily Coombes, Sociology
Luke Coulter, English
Lyndsey K. Craig, Anthropology
Anthony James Dayley, Communication Studies
Michelle Dominguez, Urban Leadership
Jazmyne Drawhorn, Urban Leadership
Rodney James Edgar, Journalism & Media Studies
Tiana K. Ethridge, Urban Leadership
Chaz Anthony Fernandez, Political Science
Paige Maleine Figanbaum, History
Melissa Angelique Fleetwood, Communication Studies
Christopher Allen Forepaugh, Criminal Justice
Blake Richard Gammon, Economics
Anne Clarice Fabian Ganadillo, Urban Leadership
Jazmin Gelista, Communication Studies
Andrew J. Gerthoffer, Psychology
Patrick M. Ghan, Urban Leadership
Sofia Kyung Gillman, Hispanic Studies
Analleli Gonzalez Dominguez, English
Jonathan Gouge, English
Lisa Marie Grayson, Urban Leadership
Brianna Heisler, Anthropology
Serena Hicks, Communication Studies
Dennis Howard, Urban Leadership
Raye Johnston, Economics

Master of Business Administration
Vladimir George Abadjiev, Business Administration
Anita Abramyan, Business Administration
Carl H. Adams III, Business Administration
Jennifer L. Alexander, Business Administration
So Hyun Bae, Business Administration
Jaymes D. Bell, Business Administration
Thierry-Henri Bennett, Business Administration
Logan T. Brown, Business Administration
Ashley Joy M. Caogas, Business Administration
April Ann Chandler, Business Administration
Yun Chang, Business Administration
Nicole Curfman, Business Administration
Chloé Marie Dean, Business Administration
Dominic D’Ercole, Business Administration
Biricik Aysa Eroglu, Business Administration
John R. Falcon, Business Administration
Brent Gardner, Business Administration
Andres J. J. Gonzalez Roa, Business Administration
Rebecca Grano, Business Administration

Master of Healthcare Administration
Amy Krebs, Urban Leadership
Michael Leal, Economics
Ashanti T. Lewis, Urban Leadership
Delia E. Martin, Criminal Justice
Eter Mjavanadze, Political Science
Jacob Ornelas, Economics
Ashley Noel Pruitt, Urban Leadership
Holly C. Ramella, Urban Leadership
Monica Ramos, Urban Leadership
Arianna Gabriela Razo, English
Ariana Renick, Journalism & Media Studies
William Ridgway, Psychology
Marimar Rivera, History
Alyssa Ruiz, Journalism & Media Studies
Jordan Sandecki, Urban Leadership
Willie C. Sosa, English
Tracey Sprague, History
Gvidon Stamboltsyan, Hispanic Studies
Kimberly S. Stevens, Psychology
Dyon Tang, Economics
Yuanyuan Tao, Economics
Samantha Thies, Communication Studies
Evelyn Gail Thompson-Hilbert, Urban Leadership
Jenni Tifft-Ochoa, History
Miriam Toraya De Sol, Hispanic Studies
Erin R. Turner, English
Jimmy Vuong, Economics
Nathaniel P. Waugh, Urban Leadership
Cornell Lee Wilkins, Urban Leadership
Amber R. Williams, Psychology
Norma Jane Zuckerman, Theatre Arts

Master of Urban Leadership
Amy Krebs, Urban Leadership
Michael Leal, Economics
Ashanti T. Lewis, Urban Leadership
Delia E. Martin, Criminal Justice
Eter Mjavanadze, Political Science
Jacob Ornelas, Economics
Ashley Noel Pruitt, Urban Leadership
Holly C. Ramella, Urban Leadership
Monica Ramos, Urban Leadership
Arianna Gabriela Razo, English
Ariana Renick, Journalism & Media Studies
William Ridgway, Psychology
Marimar Rivera, History
Alyssa Ruiz, Journalism & Media Studies
Jordan Sandecki, Urban Leadership
Willie C. Sosa, English
Tracey Sprague, History
Gvidon Stamboltsyan, Hispanic Studies
Kimberly S. Stevens, Psychology
Dyon Tang, Economics
Yuanyuan Tao, Economics
Samantha Thies, Communication Studies
Evelyn Gail Thompson-Hilbert, Urban Leadership
Jenni Tifft-Ochoa, History
Miriam Toraya De Sol, Hispanic Studies
Erin R. Turner, English
Jimmy Vuong, Economics
Nathaniel P. Waugh, Urban Leadership
Cornell Lee Wilkins, Urban Leadership
Amber R. Williams, Psychology
Norma Jane Zuckerman, Theatre Arts
Justin Griggs, Business Administration
Meredith Hall, Business Administration
Conlin J. Helvey, Business Administration
Emily Hong, Business Administration
Ken L. Ideker, Business Administration
David Javier Kinkennon, Business Administration
Courtney Lee, Business Administration
Vivien Lo, Business Administration
Elizabeth Lopez, Business Administration
Karen M. Martin, Business Administration
Jamie Hyon Nam, Business Administration
Tyler Nigro, Business Administration
Ivett Pavon-Perez, Business Administration
Catherine Andrea Prato, Business Administration
Dwayne C. Rennels, Business Administration
Aaron Mark Roberts, Business Administration
Bryce Eric Rosenquist, Business Administration
Brandon David Rusk, Business Administration
Carli L. Sansone, Business Administration
Greta Brooks Seidman, Business Administration
Christopher P. Selinsky, Business Administration
Ivan Sergeyevskiy, Business Administration
David Bradley Shultis, Business Administration
Susanne Daniela Shultis, Business Administration
Donna Stanfel, Business Administration
Kyle Richard Stefan, Business Administration
Kristen R. Trbovich, Business Administration
Justin V. Veilleux, Business Administration
David Alexander Velez, Business Administration
Matthew R. Viton, Business Administration
Elise Gloria Wiarco, Business Administration
Justin Witt, Business Administration
Alejandro Patricio Yanez, Business Administration
Richard C. Young, Business Administration
Yu Zhao, Business Administration
Suzanne C. Blea, Special Education
Samantha Boyles, Curriculum & Instruction
Megan Elizabeth Buckley, Curriculum & Instruction
Jessica Yuridia Cabrales, Early Childhood Education
Mandi Caliedo, Special Education
Lindsey Anne Casey, Special Education
Gretchen Agbigay Castro, Curriculum & Instruction
Paul Gregory Chamberlin, Curriculum & Instruction
Tess C. Chapman, Curriculum & Instruction
Micaela Chewjalearn, Curriculum & Instruction
Rebecca Joanne Cleveland, Curriculum & Instruction
Wendy Conniry, Special Education
Darlene Renee Conwell, Curriculum & Instruction
Matthew Charles Cooper, Curriculum & Instruction
Dominique Crisden, Special Education
Kristella M. D’Agostino-Call, Special Education
Colton James Dale, Curriculum & Instruction
Jeanette M. Danzak, Curriculum & Instruction
Gabriela Davila-Thomsen, Curriculum & Instruction
Alexis Patricia Davis, Curriculum & Instruction
Maralisa Deguzman, Higher Education
Wai-Ming Denduangrudee, English Language Learning
Angelo Nicholas Desantis, Special Education
Alexandra Senoria Dickens, Curriculum & Instruction
Nokuphiwe Ntombifuthi Dlamini, Special Education
Asia Jaelynn Dolman, Curriculum & Instruction
Thomas R. Domansky, Curriculum & Instruction
Lauren Nicole Doolin, Early Childhood Education
Jessica Ann Drinkwine, Curriculum & Instruction
Josie Paige Edwards, Special Education
Olushola Anike Elemo, Curriculum & Instruction
Mary Enwemaya, Curriculum & Instruction
Addison Marie Espeseth, Curriculum & Instruction
Cynthia N. Ferry, Special Education
Bryce C. Fessler, Curriculum & Instruction
Kelli Ann Fife, Special Education
Robert Lee Flenoy V, Special Education
Sonia M. Flor, Special Education
Kimberly Flores, Curriculum & Instruction
Suzanne Frost, Special Education
Morgan E. Fullmer, Higher Education
Lanora Gallo, Early Childhood Education
Daisha Denise Ganaway, Curriculum & Instruction
Minda Garcia, Special Education
Stephanie Garibay, Higher Education
Suzanne M. Garlick, Special Education
Sydney Danielle Golden, Curriculum & Instruction
Melinda A. Gomez, English Language Learning
Karina Gonzalez, Curriculum & Instruction
Raquel Ashley Gonzalez, Curriculum & Instruction
Silvia L. Gonzalez, Counselor Education

Master of Education
Angelica Carimar Acosta, Special Education
Myra Nardo Agasen, Special Education
Yesenia Marlene Alaniz, Curriculum & Instruction
Michelle Albuquerque, Special Education
Tracie Anne Allaire, Special Education
Elizabeth Alder, English Language Learning
Alison Ann Andersen-Love, Curriculum & Instruction
Jennifer Andrews, Curriculum & Instruction
Humberto Baldivias, Early Childhood Education
Laurents E. Banuelos-Benitez, Curriculum & Instruction
Trisha Barba, Curriculum & Instruction
Dylan Barnard, Curriculum & Instruction
Tamara M. Beeten, Special Education
Darylisha Berrymon, Early Childhood Education
Leilani B. Blanche, Special Education

2020 Fall Commencement
Brittany Gruenewald, Curriculum & Instruction
John D. Grygo, Special Education
Elizabeth G. Hagey, Curriculum & Instruction
Kristina M. Haley, Curriculum & Instruction
Kara Erica Hall, Special Education
Alyssa Chanell Hampton, Special Education
Shannon Rose Haren, Special Education
Eve Harlan, Curriculum & Instruction
Kristi Leigh Hartz, Special Education
Alycia Nicole Hayes, Special Education
Tiffany Renee Henderson, Special Education
Joseph Vincent Hennigan, Early Childhood Education
Daisy Hernandez, English Language Learning
Melissa A. Hewitt, Curriculum & Instruction
Cortney Marie Higham, Curriculum & Instruction
Alyssa Marie Hilboldt-Sanford, Special Education
Desiree Hogue, Special Education
Deerin C. Holman, Early Childhood Education
Nicole Holmgren, Special Education
Rasha Hosny, Early Childhood Education
Bridget Ashley Hudgens, Special Education
Santana Huppe, Special Education
Alyssa Huskins, Special Education
Rebecca Mae Itahara, Special Education
Brenton Thomas Jackley, Curriculum & Instruction
Asia Kaleah Jackson, Curriculum & Instruction
Samantha Michelle Jeffers, English Language Learning
Sandra Jones, Special Education
Sherri Lynn Kaplan, Special Education
Joseph Michael Kielinski, Special Education
Terrance Jamal Knighten, Higher Education
Mildred Sofia Kolmas, Early Childhood Education
Kamille Jenea Krahwinkel, Early Childhood Education
Mickael Rene Pierre Krahwinkel, Curriculum & Instruction
Debra Ilene Kramer, Special Education
Jacqueline Gene Lauzon, Special Education
Ahmad Tale Lewis, Counselor Education
Caroline Liendo, Curriculum & Instruction
Carley Rae Lloyd, Special Education
Trisha Janel Lockwood, Early Childhood Education
Jacqueline S. Long, Special Education
Hanna Marie Lottritz, Curriculum & Instruction
Nalleli Machuca, Curriculum & Instruction
Krista A. Mack, Special Education
Janna Mackiewicz, Special Education
Andrea Mandril, Special Education
Hirudinee Manukulasuriya, Curriculum & Instruction
Samantha Marks, English Language Learning
Azeneth Marrufo Rivas, Curriculum & Instruction
Francisco Martinez, Curriculum & Instruction
Michael Victor Martinez, Curriculum & Instruction
Amy K. Mayo, Curriculum & Instruction
Erin Kasey McFadden, Curriculum & Instruction
TeAsha’Nique Sheir McKnight, Special Education
Amberlynne Desiree Mena Ochoa, Special Education
Mystica Montoya, Curriculum & Instruction
Alicia A. Moore, English Language Learning
Iris S. Munguia, Curriculum & Instruction
Chelsea Maxine Munro, Higher Education
Andrea Nebeker, Special Education
Brian Lewin Nelson, Special Education
Shaylee Lynn Nelson, Special Education
Andy Nguyen, Curriculum & Instruction
Deborah Nichols, Special Education
Christina Marie Orfe, Special Education
Chalesha Monee’ Overton, Early Childhood Education
Jordan E. Parraz, Curriculum & Instruction
Samantha Patterson, Special Education
Kaycee May Pearce, Curriculum & Instruction
PuilKing Cecilia Peevey, Curriculum & Instruction
Mark Alexander Lee Pemberton, Special Education
Samantha Lee Petersen, Special Education
Simone Phillips, Special Education
Alison N. Pickering, Curriculum & Instruction
Trevor L. Price, Curriculum & Instruction
Gina R. Purdue, Special Education
Molly Marie Quirk, Curriculum & Instruction
Amber Radjeski, Curriculum & Instruction
Jan Alexander Rataj, Curriculum & Instruction
Justine Elizabeth Read, Special Education
Heidi Ann Renteria, English Language Learning
Jhona Abatayo Rentfro, Early Childhood Education
Danielle N. Rice, Early Childhood Education
Ashley Gibeault Riker, Curriculum & Instruction
Gabriela Aymara Risiglione, Special Education
Maria E. Rivera Quintero, Curriculum & Instruction
Sharmetta Roberts, Early Childhood Education
Jada Monique Robinson, Special Education
LaToya L. Rochon, Counselor Education
Dalia Carolina Rodriguez, Early Childhood Education
Konstantin Rodshteyn, Curriculum & Instruction
Kelly Rotzinger, English Language Learning
Angela N. Samson, Curriculum & Instruction
Jocelyn Sanchez, Curriculum & Instruction
Marissa E. Sarandos, Curriculum & Instruction
Matthew Schneider, Special Education
Jordan Ryan Scott, Curriculum & Instruction
Nadica Schneider, Curriculum & Instruction
Kaley J. Shaes, Curriculum & Instruction
Midori Nomura Silvan, Special Education
Frances E. Skeirik, Special Education
Richard Asher Skolaski, Curriculum & Instruction
Emily Nicole Smedley, Special Education
Jameylee C. Sparrow, Special Education
Tiffany Stanford, Special Education
Barbara Joyce Stonecipher, Special Education
Shawnee Swanson, Special Education
Kaylee Catheleen Thompson, Special Education
Michelle Tiffany Tillema, Special Education
Luis Trujillo-Roman, Special Education
Melissa Vicario, Special Education
Starr Amber Walden, Curriculum & Instruction
Kimber Walker, Curriculum & Instruction
Jordon Ward, Special Education
Walker K. Warren, Curriculum & Instruction
Melanie L. Waters, Special Education
Kenyatta Webster, Special Education
Tracey Marie West, English Language Learning
Kayleen Marie Wheeler, Special Education
Jessica Lee Williams, Early Childhood Education
Mckinley J. Williamson, Special Education
Frances Teresa Wilson, English Language Learning
Matthew Antone Wilson, Curriculum & Instruction
Sierra S. Wilson, Counselor Education

Master of Fine Arts
Berthold R. Albin, Creative Writing
Karli Tokala Rouse, Creative Writing

Master of Health Care Administration
Cynthia May Hoang, Healthcare Administration
Freda Ireigbe, Healthcare Administration
Myah L. Luna, Healthcare Administration
Billy Leonard Neal, Healthcare Administration
Maddie Jo Simental, Healthcare Administration
Jagpreet Singh, Healthcare Administration

Master of Hospitality Administration
Molly Gallegos, Hospitality Administration
Olivia Mattison Hardy, Hospitality Administration
Ryan Maloney, Hospitality Administration
Kareem D. Miller, Hospitality Administration
Margaret Ann Simpson, Hospitality Administration
Harrison Tanner, Hospitality Administration
Vanessa Nicole Wolny, Hospitality Administration

Master of Music
Kincaid Theodore Rabb, Music
Ashlee Ruder, Music
Natalie Joanne Smith, Music
Mariana Sobol, Music
Susan Thiriot, Music

Master of Public Administration
Katherine Ann Lee Burdick, Public Administration
Yvette Cavada-Garcia, Public Administration
Rachael L. Cavaliere, Public Administration
Silvano Cozzini, Public Administration
Ryan M. Cunningham, Public Administration
Jefferson A. Detrick, Public Administration
Terrance L. Holmes, Public Administration
Ruben J. Kihuen, Public Administration
Leena Lopez, Public Administration
Michael A. Mack, Public Administration
Jaclyn Catherine Manning, Public Administration
Vincent D. McGuinness, Public Administration
Courtney R. Miller, Public Administration
Brianna Michelle Mullins, Public Administration
Joshoel Z. Ortega, Public Administration
Guadalupe Perez, Public Administration
Michael Pfurr, Public Administration
Magaly Graciela Retzlaff, Public Administration
Shy-Wyanna Roberts, Public Administration
Kelsey Renee Rodman, Public Administration
Gamini Samarawickrama, Public Administration
Lyon Sloan, Public Administration
Feven Samson Solomon, Public Administration
Stephanie Stanton, Public Administration
Theodore James Thelin, Public Administration
Tamika L. Waiters, Public Administration
Sandra L. Ziegler, Public Administration

Master of Public Health
Sandra A. Annan, Public Health
April Saramosing Cruda, Public Health
Patience E. Gbafa, Public Health
Karen Samantha Gutierrez, Public Health
Letti Hale, Public Health
Christina Hernandez, Public Health
Joseph D. Jean, Public Health
Briana B. King, Public Health
Rachel Holly Lewison, Public Health
Alexus Maurine Miranda, Public Health
Hermella Amare Misiker, Public Health
Octavio A. Posada, Public Health
Kimberly Ann Dy Tomas, Public Health

Master of Science
Amanda L. Acuna, Couple & Family Therapy
Clint Albright, Couple & Family Therapy
Neishan Ali, Health Physics
Lucas R. Amorelli, Management Information Systems
Nicholas Angelone, Couple & Family Therapy
Rediet G. Ayele, Accounting
Dennis Baloglu, Hotel Administration
Dennis Baloglu, Management Information Systems
William K. Barba, Geoscience
Thierry-Henri Bennett, Management Information Systems
Jing Bi, Accounting
Robyn L. Bonds, Quantitative Finance
Jason Brick, Management Information Systems
Blaine Michael Brixey, Marriage & Family Therapy
Taylor Brown, Couple & Family Therapy
Ashley Joy M. Caogas, Management Information Systems
Tim Carlisle, Management Information Systems
Toni Elie Chahine, Management Information Systems
Doreen Rivera Chatfield, Accounting
Yufang Chen, Accounting
Yoonju Chung, Hotel Administration
Kristina Rebeca Clawson, Couple & Family Therapy
Tyler R. Cross, Accounting
Veronica Lynn Cross, Couple & Family Therapy
Ashlen Dale, Nutrition Sciences
Courtney Artene Dale, Nutrition Sciences
Andrea May Dalziell, Couple & Family Therapy
Eddie D. Davis, Couple & Family Therapy
Kai Austin de Becker, Couple & Family Therapy
Dominic D’Ercole, Management Information Systems
Camille Diago, Hotel Administration
Sotodeh Ebrahimi, Biological Sciences
Kiley K. Ellefson, Couple & Family Therapy
Rachel Ellis, Physics
Rebecca Ely, Geoscience
Lili K. Equihua, Couple & Family Therapy
Anastacia L. Escovar, Couple & Family Therapy
Milton Estrada, Management Information Systems
Raul Adolfo Estrada Mejia, Accounting
Meng Fan, Hotel Administration
Meng Fan, Management Information Systems
Shannon Lynn Fessler, Couple & Family Therapy
Nia Franchesca Fowler-Galloway, Couple & Family Therapy
Nathan T. Frieders, Accounting
Ishaan Gandhi, Management Information Systems
Nicholas José Garcia, Quantitative Finance
Andres J. J. Gonzalez Roa, Management Information Systems
Yufei Gu, Hotel Administration
Yufei Gu, Management Information Systems
Gilberto Guerreque Jr., Management Information Systems
Murilo Pastori Gustineli, Management Information Systems
Lucas Manuel Gutierrez, Quantitative Finance
Liping He, Accounting
Yailine Hernandez-Pacheco, Accounting
RaeAnn Hiatt Teichert, Couple & Family Therapy
Emily Hong, Hotel Administration
Nathaniel Jamal Hughes, Quantitative Finance
Johana Iglesias, Accounting
Houng Jun Jang, Accounting
Brandi Jointer, Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Kaela Judd, Couple & Family Therapy
Sara Khastoo, Management Information Systems
Genevieve C. Kidman, Geoscience
Allison Kirvan, Couple & Family Therapy
Joseph Paul Klein Jr., Accounting
Thomas Knoblauch, Health Physics
Megan Kolvenbach, Management Information Systems
Agnieszka Komosinska, Couple & Family Therapy
Phillip Henry Leal, Management Information Systems
Dantong Li, Hotel Administration
Yuenyu Li, Quantitative Finance
Shao Qi Lim, Quantitative Finance
Ling Liu, Hotel Administration
Ling Liu, Management Information Systems
Shenyi Liu, Management Information Systems
Vivien Lo, Hotel Administration
Yesenia Caridad Lopez, Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Xiangyu Lou, Data Analytics and Applied Economics
Jialuo Lu, Quantitative Finance
Arjan Nitin Luhar, Accounting
Sarah Corinne Mac Ewen, Accounting
Kelsey Manglicmot, Management Information Systems
Ivy Mao, Accounting
Dawn M. Matusz, Nutrition Sciences
Tate Eugene McDonald, Aerospace Engineering
Darrian Mckiernan, Couple & Family Therapy
Kimberly Kara Moore, Accounting
Erica L. Moradshahi, Educational Psychology
Ana Jelen Irais Moreno Montoya, Accounting
Jamie Hyon Nam, Management Information Systems
Nichalas Nelson, Biological Sciences
Marvin Wayne Norwood II, Data Analytics and Applied Economics
Marvin Wayne Norwood II, Management Information Systems
Kendra Vanessa O’Connell, Curriculum & Instruction
Dike P. Oko, Construction Management
Kathleen Parker, Hotel Administration
Phuong Mai Pham, Data Analytics and Applied Economics
Latisha Tamika Pryor, Health Physics
Ian Rabago, Astronomy
Kevin Rafferty, Geoscience
Arash Rahaimehr, Management Information Systems
Jessie Rachael Reed, Hotel Administration
Alexander Forrest Riese, Materials and Nuclear Engineering
Frederick Moses Coady Robicheau, Accounting
Silvia Ernestina Rodriguez, Accounting
Reilly Brooke Rowland, Educational Psychology
Amir Sadatian Moghaddam, Construction Management
Christina Louise Salmon, Couple & Family Therapy
Nha T. Sam, Biological Sciences
Patrick James Scribner, Quantitative Finance
Corinne Sexton, Biological Sciences
Arianne Taylor Smith, Couple & Family Therapy
Yilu Song, Hotel Administration
Jasmine Jennelle Stern, Couple & Family Therapy
Patrice Nicole Suarez, Accounting
Qiyang Sun, Management Information Systems
Varsha Suresh, Couple & Family Therapy
Matthew B. Swan, Mathematical Sciences
Jennifer Ping-Tsui Sze, Management Information Systems
Lynette Taute, Couple & Family Therapy
Joshua R. Thomas, Quantitative Finance
Taryn Kristine Traylor, Geoscience
Aaron Trifunac, Quantitative Finance
Tyler S. Trout, Couple & Family Therapy
Zachary Taft Van Leeuwen, Couple & Family Therapy
Anthony Salvatore Venuti, Quantitative Finance
Shanshan Wang, Hotel Administration
Shanshan Wang, Management Information Systems
Daniel Joseph Wheat, Accounting
Melanie A. White, Physics
Mimi Haimy Xu, Management Information Systems
Yue Yu, Accounting
Yu Zhao, Hotel Administration

Master of Science in Computer Science
Daniel Alvarez, Computer Science
Phillipe Austria, Computer Science
Kaushik Deshmukh, Computer Science
Edward A. Friesema, Computer Science
Kasra Goravanchi, Computer Science
Trevor J. Gower, Computer Science
Darshil Pratap Maheshwari, Computer Science
Ashby Mullin-Conant, Computer Science
Baby Shalini Ravilla, Computer Science
Alexander C. Thomason, Computer Science

Master of Science in Engineering
Gonzalo G. Arteaga, Electrical Engineering
Getachew Lakachew Ashenafi, Mechanical Engineering
Komal Sree Teja Boyapati, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Dustin Burd, Mechanical Engineering
Victor J. Carbajal Nunez, Mechanical Engineering
Michael I. Chang, Electrical Engineering
Saketh Chigurupati, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Swapnil B. Godage, Mechanical Engineering
Adrianna Leigh Gould, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Daniel L. Isler, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Kshitij Prashant Karnik, Mechanical Engineering
Calder Emerson Lane, Mechanical Engineering
Carlos S. Lemos, Electrical Engineering
Shristy Maharjan, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Abhijith Prabhu, Mechanical Engineering
Julia Ribeiro Rabello, Civil & Environmental Engineering

Master of Science in Kinesiology
Mellisa Aure, Kinesiology
Serena Elizabeth Bruhn, Kinesiology
Collin Ante Guillotte, Kinesiology
Gabriela A. Guzman Ramirez, Kinesiology
Rachel Levy, Kinesiology
Julien Alexandre Mihy, Kinesiology
Charles War, Kinesiology
Maijah M. Williams, Kinesiology

Master of Science in Nursing
Sarah Allen, Nursing
Mona L. Asamaphand, Nursing
Lauren Victoria Bedrock, Nursing
Martha Azucena Bieler-Kim, Nursing
Michelle Bigg, Nursing
Emily Margaret Buck, Nursing
Maria Stella P. Burchard, Nursing
Emileanne Ence, Nursing
Paula Denise Castro Guimond, Nursing
Diana C. Jones, Nursing
Allyson Marie Keefe, Nursing
Katherine Ransdell Knott, Nursing
Ethel Leon, Nursing
David Xavier Lopez, Nursing
Jennifer Mclnnes, Nursing
Jean Karen Montenegro, Nursing
Erickson Nery, Nursing
Stephanie Ouano, Nursing
Melanie Ann Palmer, Nursing
Jeremy David Paulucci, Nursing
Tammy Lynn Petroski, Nursing
Jessica Lynn Potucek, Nursing
Rebecca Ann Reilly, Nursing
Melissa Schneider, Nursing
Rebecca Anne Sequeira, Nursing
Jessica Marie Snavely, Nursing
Heather Spaulding, Nursing
Brook D. Thompson, Nursing
Alicia Tigges, Nursing
Diane Marie Troutman, Nursing
Brittney Marie Turner, Nursing
Maria Isabel Villalobos, Nursing
Arcie Villanueva, Nursing
Jennifer Walker, Nursing
Brittany Lynn Williams, Nursing

Erwin Jeffrey J Sacundo, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Jason Eric Silic, Electrical Engineering
Deekshitha Srirangam, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Lauren A. Stadelmeier, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Brandon T. Wade, Electrical Engineering
Suzanne Windous, Nursing
Jeanne Marie Winer, Nursing
Alice Megan Wright, Nursing

Master of Social Work
Lita Michele Barba, Social Work
Vanissa W. Chan, Social Work
Antone R. Dotson, Social Work
Vandy C. Figueroa, Social Work
Ella Rene Johnson-Wiley, Social Work
Sandra Yvette Marquez, Social Work
Ivana M. Mendoza, Social Work
Aura M. Munguia, Social Work
My Diem Nguyen, Social Work
Andre Proctor, Social Work
Mariana P. Sarmiento Hernandez, Social Work
Darlington Solomon Jegbefure Ugbo, Social Work
Monica Marie Valadez, Social Work
Shayla Rae Williams, Social Work

School of Dental Medicine

Doctor of Dental Medicine

Abdelaziz De Vol, Dentistry
Seth Mitchell, Dentistry

William S. Boyd School of Law

Juris Doctor

Erica Adler, Law
Jacqueline Diane Alvarez-Bright, Law
Christen J. Anderson, Law
Dominique Ann Bosa-edwards, Law
Steven L. Brecher, Law
Jennifer R. Brodie, Law
Zachary A. Erdwurm, Law
John R. Falcon, Law
Manuel Robert Gurule Jr., Law
Chenelle Jackson, Law
Tianna Alee Jefferson, Law
Brittney Alexandra Lehtinen, Law
Emily Bancroft Lown, Law
Andrea Lynne Mass, Law
Uzoma K. Mbelu, Law
Lada Della Mead, Law
Andrea Herrod Nemmers, Law
Hailey C. Nicklin, Law

Lina Oraha, Law
Michelle Charisma Perales, Law
Radhika Pochampally Kunnel PhD, Law
Elizabeth K. Scheinman, Law
Wynn Tashman, Law
Brooke Nicole Tyrrell, Law
Richard C. Young, Law
Ernest C. Zacher, Law

Master of Laws
Joseph Cannizzo Jr., Gaming Law and Regulation
James Brian Scroggins, Gaming Law and Regulation

Lee Business School

Bachelor of Arts

Jessica Marie Balistreri, Economics
William Brian Brasic, Economics (Magna Cum Laude)
Kassidy Alexander Brown, Economics
Austin Taylor Bryan, Economics
Jaehyun Cho, Economics
Benjamin Cutting, Economics
Nathan John Dejager, Economics
Edmond John Cayanan Delgado, Economics
Jacob Irwin Epstein, Economics
Thomas Richard Farrow-Smith, Economics
Brooke Foster, Economics
Jason Patrick Fudala, Economics
Joanna John, Economics
Rachel Jade Jones, Economics
Donald Morgan, Economics
Oscar Mui, Economics (Magna Cum Laude)
Betelehem S. Mulat, Economics
Natale Elizabeth Muro, Economics
Clinton Constantine Nash, Economics
Cindy Jennette Navarrette, Economics (Magna Cum Laude)
Hamed Neffati, Economics
Joanne Nguyen, Economics
Charles Hanna Nijmeh, Economics (Cum Laude) University Honors
Elizabeth J. Sieger, Economics
Keigo Washizu, Economics
Stephanie Julianna White, Economics
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Dylan Patrick Abbott, Entrepreneurship
Jalen Abron, Real Estate and Urban Economics
Paula Carla Aguilera Nunez, Marketing
Alexander James Alegre, Accounting
Nathaniel Edward Alexander, Management
Andualem Adugnaw Amogne, Information Management
Hunter Apke, Information Management
Jaycob Arias, Management
Alexis Arroyo, Accounting
Elina Arzumanova, International Business & Marketing
Hamlet Avagyan, Finance
Anthony Michael Avila, Accounting
Madeline Aviles, International Business
Mheret Ayana, Finance
Sydney Baron, Marketing
Armando Antonio Barraza, Management
Julian Becerra, Entrepreneurship
Osvaldo Antonio Bejarano, Marketing
Ruth Asefa Belay, Marketing
Brook Lauren Benson, Finance
Alexis Rene Berner, Accounting
Tyler Andrew Bixby, Finance
Paige Nicole Blake, Management
Zachary Douglas Blattner, Information Management
Sara Blouin, Real Estate and Urban Economics (Cum Laude)
Karen Maria Bolano, Accounting (Cum Laude) University Honors
Reina Nicole Bondi-Sileven, Marketing
Alexander John Bostedt, Marketing
Jannah Marie Bowen, International Business (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Brent Alexander Bowman, Management
Darren Edward Bradway, Accounting
Brandi L. Brown, Management
Sergio Andres Bustos, Information Management (Cum Laude)
Argona Bytyqi, International Business
Jessica Abinal Caigoy, Accounting (Cum Laude) University Honors
Sung Chae, Management
Octavia Chamberlain, Accounting
Alexander Chavez, Management
Hsuan Chen, Marketing
Mckinzy Reid Chen, Accounting (Cum Laude)
Michelle Chen, Information Management & Marketing
Nianying Chen, Accounting (Summa Cum Laude)
Steven Chen, Management
Xu Chi, Finance
Andre Michael Chia, Finance
Seulyi Choi, Accounting
William Young Chow, Finance
Scott Read Christensen, Accounting
Amber Cinimise, Finance
Yulia Cohn, Management
Christian Tyler Coleman, Marketing
Ronald Patrick Colwell Jr., Accounting
Richard Contreras, Entrepreneurship
Ian James Cooley, Economics
Jocelyne Corral, Management
Yaneli Corral, International Business
Jorge Francisco Corral-carlos, Management
William Seward Crawford, Management
Moses Cruz, Marketing
Lacey Victoria Cunningham, Information Management
Tiffany Trucphuong Dang, Management
M’ko Daniels, Management
Gianna E. Davis-Vaccarino, Finance
Jacob Day, Management
Trevor Dylan Deblanco, Finance
Victoria Marie Delre, Management
Sareena Desai, Marketing
Aika Kay Dietz, International Business (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Tyler Dinsmore, International Business (Cum Laude) University Honors
Jonathan Robert Doucette, Information Management
Robert Gabriel Draskovich, Finance
Jacob Mathew Dufour, Accounting
Miles Frank Dutton, Management
Julie Kristine Edelman, International Business
Allison Carroll Edwards, Accounting
Jose Armando Elizondo, Management
Evaa A. Elliott, Management
Sean Elliott, Information Management
Kim Mara Ellis, Accounting
Landon Empey, Accounting (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Kelden Andrew Engel, Management
DeAnna Frances English, International Business (Cum Laude) University Honors
Mauritrina Espinosa, International Business
Madison Marie Evers, Economics
Nicholas Robert Fenton, Economics
Connor Evan Fields, Management
Vincent Fields, Information Management
Brady Eugene Fitzgerald, Accounting (Magna Cum Laude)
Niyla Michel Flournoy, Management
Makana Fong, Finance
Austin John Foster, Finance
Gilberto Franco-Martinez, Information Management
Antonio George Gaipa, Finance
Colton Patrick Gannon, Finance
Deyda Lorraine Garaycoa, Accounting
Alexis Diane Garcia, Finance
Diana Ivette Garcia, Marketing
Julio M. Garcia, International Business
Lizbeth Garcia, Management
Victoria Garcia, Marketing (Magna Cum Laude)
Margaret MacKenzie Gardner, Accounting
Taylor Rae Garry, Marketing
Logan William Gearling, Accounting (Cum Laude)
Cheryl Giammona, Management
Morgan E. Gilmour, Management
Kelsey Elaine Glass, Accounting
Jonathan David Glisson, Management
Dhananjay Kumar Gogna, Accounting
Brandon Tyler Gonzalez, Accounting (Magna Cum Laude)
Sebastian Gonzalez, Entrepreneurship
Diego Guillen Jr., Management
Colton J. Gumina, Management
Victoria Ngoc Diep Ha, Accounting
Hanna Welde Haile, Entrepreneurship
Devonta I. Haney, Information Management
Eric Michael Hansen, Finance
Joshua Steven Harner, Accounting & Finance
Cassandra M. Hempler, Marketing
Crystal Marie Heres, Finance
Jessica Hernandez, Management
Marcelo Hernandez, International Business
Katherine Andrea Herrick, Management
Shelby Noelle Higley, Accounting (Cum Laude)
Jordan Hinds, Marketing
Jasmine Hinton, Management
Yessenia Hirailes, International Business
Harmony Ho, Marketing
Nicole Holmes, Entrepreneurship & Management
Makieva Darnell Hopson II, Marketing
Christopher Houser, Accounting
Robin Lynn Houston, Management
Jacob Ryan Huestis, Accounting
Anson Huynh, Entrepreneurship
Austin Hong Huynh, Accounting
Jared Inman, Management
Madison Kimie Ino, Accounting
Steven Interiano, Accounting
Tristan Anthony James, Management
Raegan Janda, Finance
Ciara Jefferson, Management
Eric Martin Jensen, Finance
Jenny Lynn Johnson, Accounting
Chaison Jones, Accounting
Bibek Kandel, Information Management
Hyeonji Kang, Finance (Magna Cum Laude)
Sandeep Kaur, Accounting
Jenna Garris Keith, International Business & Marketing
Adrian Brandon Kennedy, International Business
Miranda Renee Kennedy, International Business (Cum Laude)
ablo Honors
Tyler James Kent, Accounting
Jakobas Kenzo, Marketing
William Knudsen, Management (Cum Laude)
Ivan Kobuke, Finance
Halim Shaoyang Koljenovic, Marketing
Bryan Charles Kopp, Information Management
Nastasia Alexandria Kossacky, International Business
Akkarawit Kuntasorn, Management
Daniel Vincent Lacey III, Finance
Anthony Matteo Lalli, Finance
Gabriel Martin Lange, Information Management
Gabriel Martin Lange, Management
Melissa Lebedeff, International Business
Dong Jae Lee, Finance
Mandi Mae Leoni, Economics
Michael Levy, Management
Jemel Christian Lewis, Finance
Andrew Yasuda Lim, Accounting
Marie G. Lingat, Accounting
Samantha Llamas, Management
Caleb Neftali Lopez, Marketing
Eunice E. Lopez, Economics
Marian Alejandra Lopez, Finance
Jessica Lopez Gutierrez, Management
Lesly S. Lopez Salinas, Finance
Ryan Luera, Marketing
Luis Lujan, Finance
Ruidong Luo, Finance & Real Estate and Urban Economics (Cum Laude)
Hue T. Luu, Accounting
Steven George Lyell Jr., International Business
Alexander Wayne Maisin, Finance
Kelsey Jean Maley, Finance (Cum Laude)
Lea-Bell Maluyo, Finance & Information Management
Benjamin Andrew Mann, Economics & Finance
Lauren Mann, Management
Jacob Robert Margulies, Management
Isabella Trinidad Marquez, Management
Karl M. Martinez, Accounting (Cum Laude)
Sarah Elizabeth Martinez, Information Management
James Martz, Finance
Brittany J. Mattson, Entrepreneurship
Kenar Mayol, Finance
Michael Dillon Mazur, Accounting (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Tyler John Mckee, Management
Othman Mechkor, Marketing
Cristian A. Medina-Hernandez, Economics
Jonathan George Mehrmann, Management
Francis Senen Mendoza, International Business
Luisa Pamela Cura Mendoza, Finance
Raymond Caliboso Mendoza, Finance
Sam Anthony Mendoza-Ruiz, Accounting
Anne Genevie De Jesus Mercado, Accounting
Madison Taylor Meyer, Marketing
Nicholas Adam Miller, Marketing
Ruth Ann Miller, Accounting (Cum Laude)
Edward Minasyan, Finance
Patrick George Misferth, Accounting
Patryk Miszkowski, Finance
Alec Michael Mono, Finance
Daniela Montalvo, Marketing
Juan Andre Morales II, Management
Jonathan Morales-Vargas, Management
Ansin J. Mostoles, Management
Nicholas Dakota Muniz, Marketing
Jacqueline Murphy, Accounting
Natalie Azniv Nadjian, Marketing
Dylan Jade Nakashima, Management
David Nead, Management
Zhivko Nikolaev Nedelchev, Accounting
Alexander Rosenov Nedyalkov, Finance
Jared Nelson, Finance
Jason A. Nelson, Accounting
Pattiya Eagle Nelson, Marketing
Jonathan Ngonkhambay, Marketing
Donna Kim Nguyen, Marketing
Khanh Bao Nguyen, Accounting
Phuong Nguyen, Accounting
Ethan Alan Nickerson, International Business (Cum Laude)
Ryan Benjamin Nielsen, Economics
Kailee Reiko Kalehuamakanoe Nii, Finance
Kailee Reiko Kalehuamakanoe Nii, Marketing
Lijun Ning, Marketing
Harold Nwokolo, Management
Aurora Ornelas-Maldonado, Management
Rachael Dezerey Orozco, Marketing (Cum Laude)
Carlos Manuel Ortiz, Accounting
Spencer Ostrovsky, Accounting, University Honors
Bryce Andrew Page, Finance
Katrina Japos Palaca, Marketing
Tyler J. Paraiso, Information Management (Summa Cum Laude)
Kyuungbin Park, Finance
Soyoun Park, Accounting
Fabian Parrales, Accounting
Jonas P. Patterson VI, Finance
Ricardo Pedraza, Management
Walter Pereira, Management
Layla Perezomar, International Business
Jake Andrew Peterson, Accounting
Makayla Taylee Peterson, Finance
Chad Edward Pettitt, Finance
Phong Pham, Entrepreneurship
Hailee Ann Pierro, Entrepreneurship
Cienna Pilotin, International Business
Guadalupe Pineda, Finance
Preston Todd Prescia, Management
Blake Edward Pride-Zorn, Entrepreneurship
April Raine Prociw, Accounting
Charles Cyrus Profeta, Finance
Kristen Patricia Pullium, Finance
Sunjay Iralio Punjabi, Finance (Cum Laude)
Georgeen Quitugua, Entrepreneurship
Austin Rader, Management
Catherine Ramirez, Management, University Honors
Jesus Ramirez, Accounting
Raphael Adan Lowery Ray, Finance
Emily Reeves, Marketing
Chelsie Kim Rendon, Marketing
Brenda Resendiz, International Business
Mariana Ivonn Resendiz Dominguez, Finance
Eddie Reyes Jr., Finance & Management
Patricia Kristine Mag-Isa Reyes, Marketing
John Cotton Dalton Ricketts, Management
Andrew Douglas Riffl, Finance
Keren Rivas, Economics
Karina Rivera, International Business (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Brendan Lee Roberts, Marketing
Jessica Sheridan Roberts, Finance (Cum Laude)
Justin Rockenfeller, Entrepreneurship
Anthony José Rodríguez, Finance
Courtney Lynn Rohleder, Information Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Jason Antolin Ronquillo, Finance
Cindy Y. Rosales, Accounting
Rodolfo Rose Jr., Marketing
Hannah Rubinson, Accounting
Alicia Russo, Management  
Dylan Rychtarik, Management  
Jessica Tazmarina Saavedra, Finance  
Austin Lee Sandhu, Accounting  
Brian Leon Santana, Finance  
Jessica Santos, Accounting  
Melody Croce Sapien, Marketing  
Steven Schmalz, Finance  
Robert Bernard Schmidt, Accounting  
Bryan Andrew Shaffer, Accounting (Cum Laude)  
Saba Shahirdavarpanah, Entrepreneurship  
Zane Stephen Shaieb, Accounting  
Kaitlyn Mae Shaw, Accounting  
Yuxin Shi, Finance  
Ashley Dawn Silva, Finance  
Nicholas Ryan Singh, Finance  
Cindy Lynne Smith, Accounting  
Gregory John Smith II, Management  
Lanetriah Renee Smith, Marketing  
Sydney Nicole Smith, Management  
Jordan Bruce Snyman, Accounting (Magna Cum Laude)  
Raymond So, Accounting (Magna Cum Laude)  
Simran Kaur Sodhi, Marketing (Cum Laude)  
Aaron Michael Squires, Economics  
Eric E. Stewart, Accounting  
Yuh Chieh Su, International Business  
Jacob Alexander Summey, Management  
Corbin B. Sylvester, Finance  
Erica Patrice Thomas, Accounting  
William Austin Thomas, Finance  
Randall B. Thompson, Marketing  
Saleem Legesse Tigabu, Finance  
Jeremy Alexander Tippett, Accounting  
Yesenia Guadalupe Tirado Arteaga, Accounting  
Kevin Anthony To-Ong, Management  
Flor Torres, Management  
Sergio Marcello Torres, Finance  
Brandi Tran, Accounting  
Randy Tran, Accounting  
Terrie Truong, Marketing  
Mei Yiu Tsang, Management (Cum Laude)  
Janea J. Turner, Accounting  
Lovely Balneg Ventura, Marketing  
Rogelio Villicana, Accounting  
Lyssa Cherine Waggner, Accounting  
Jiahao Wang, Economics  
Jerome Watts, Finance  
Aylin Sabrina White, Finance  
Valeri White, Management  
Christopher Whiteaker, Accounting  
Freddie Wilson, Accounting  
Elijah W. Wion, Management  
Conner Wolfe, Marketing  
Min Jee Woo, Accounting  
James Franklin Wood III, Finance  
Courtney Lynn Wooden, Marketing  
Charles Tyler Woodruff, Finance  
Cassidy Diane Wright, Management  
Clayton James Yeakley, Information Management  
Mojgan Yektamehr, Accounting  
Austin Julian Ynigo, Management  
Junxiaoyuan, Finance  
Devin Michael Zeeveld, Economics & Finance (Summa Cum Laude)  

College of Education

Bachelor of Science
Linda Arlene Ambriz, Early Childhood Education  
Tanya Marie Anderson, Early Childhood Education  
Loraina Archibeque, Early Childhood Education  
Christian Blake Aguinaldo Bactao, Human Services  
Jasmine Barton, Early Childhood Education  
Joey Erin Berrest, Early Childhood Education  
Marie Cabrera, Early Childhood Education  
Savannah Rose Castanon, Early Childhood Education  
Karen Cedillo, Early Childhood Education  
Ashley Downey, Early Childhood Education  
Felicia Laetitia Hoag, Early Childhood Education  
Elizabeth Rozi Holka, Human Services  
Mikayla Jean Ann Hooper, Human Services  
Sadaf Iqbal, Human Services  
Cassandra Koba Jenkins, Early Childhood Education  
Ciquay Cimone Johnson, Early Childhood Education  
Amanda Lyndsay Kilgore, Human Services  
Nathaly Landa, Early Childhood Education  
Gabriela Sharon Lopez, Early Childhood Education  
Selena Yeraldi Lopez, Early Childhood Education  
Elizabeth M. Morgan, Human Services  
Gabriela Guadalupe Rivas, Early Childhood Education  
Turia Marie Stewart, Early Childhood Education  
Nicole M. Walter, Early Childhood Education  
Amanda Renee Wilcock, Early Childhood Education  
Lila Ann Zemp, Early Childhood Education (Summa Cum Laude)

Bachelor of Science in Education
Matthew Kyle Aber, Elementary Education  
Melissa Alvarez, Elementary Education  
Rhealyn Mae Abilay Boquiren, Secondary Education  
Marquise Keanel Camp, Secondary Education  
Anthony Cano, Secondary Education
Aiyanna Irene Casias, Secondary Education
Raye An Casper, Secondary Education
Breanna Kathryn Cervoni, Secondary Education
Lizette Cortes, Elementary Education
Odalys Cortez, Elementary Education
Karti Michelle Crones, Elementary Education
Deni Djukic, Secondary Education
Reina Douville, Elementary Education
Melike Durmaz, Special Education (Cum Laude)
Christopher Echeverria, Secondary Education
Kayla R. Eguen, Elementary Education
Jessica Taylor Eiman, Elementary Education (Magna Cum Laude)

University Honors
Shirley Embrogno, Secondary Education
Adawn Olive Fulks, Elementary Education (Cum Laude)
Veronica Garcia, Elementary Education
Jorge A. Garcia-Rivas, Elementary Education
Sarah Nicole Green, Elementary Education
Priscilla E. Gutierrez, Secondary Education
Allison Joy Harper, Elementary Education
Bailey Nicholle Hart, Secondary Education
Katherine Joann Henry, Elementary Education
Vicente Hernandez, Secondary Education
Jennifer Hernandez, Special Education
Jennifer A. Jarvis, Elementary Education
Veronica A. Kelly, Elementary Education
Charlee Elizabeth Kooser, Secondary Education
Eddie Lamas, Secondary Education
Alexis Meraya Lemus, Elementary Education
Teresa D.J Leyva Mauleon, Elementary Education
Ryan Michael Zvi Linton, Secondary Education
Lauren Logan, Elementary Education
Evelyn Gpe Lopez, Elementary Education
Jacquelyn Lopez Lopez, Elementary Education
Alyssa Amber Madamba, Elementary Education
Paije Nicole Mahoney, Secondary Education
Hailey Moran Mason, Elementary Education
Delaney Saul Meyer, Secondary Education
Wendy Murillo, Secondary Education
Sukjit Kaur Narwal, Secondary Education
Stacey Carolina Orozco, Secondary Education
Cathy Pink, Elementary Education
Sara Dianna Quesada, Elementary Education
Kelsey Mackenzie Rasore, Secondary Education
Anastacia Rhian Reed, Elementary Education
Megan Renee Riedy, Elementary Education
Alexis Aaron Rocha, Elementary Education
Cyndy Romero Monzon, Elementary Education
Logan Taylor Rosselet, Secondary Education
Taylor Amber Ryshkus, Secondary Education
Karen Saia, Elementary Education

Julia Michelle Seoane, Elementary Education
Allan Smith, Secondary Education
Michael Swanson, Secondary Education
Jorryn G. Valles, Elementary Education
Jennifer Lizeth Vazquez, Elementary Education (Cum Laude)
Michelle J. Venegas, Elementary Education (Cum Laude)
Cody Michael Whitlow, Secondary Education

Howard R. Hughes College of Engineering

Bachelor of Arts
Rosa Aguilar, Computer Science
Tristan Alexander Anderl, Computer Science
Hernan Andrade Jr., Computer Science
Rita Assad, Computer Science (Cum Laude)
Bryan Alejandro Barajas, Computer Science
Brandon Catallini, Computer Science
Yu Chen, Computer Science
Brandon Tyler Colella, Computer Science
Alexander S. Corey, Computer Science
Randell Desacola, Computer Science
Presley E. Duggan, Computer Science
Carlos Garcia Jr., Computer Science
Sooyeon Kim, Computer Science
Christopher Lewis, Computer Science
Gianluigi Amaranto Malasarte, Computer Science
Igor Igorevich Maydanik Jr., Computer Science
Kevin Tran Nguyen, Computer Science
Koung Su Park, Computer Science
Kevin J. Philips, Computer Science
Zachariah Pifer, Computer Science
Tien Minh Roan, Computer Science
Kristina Elizabeth Tran, Computer Science
Karisma Binuya Valdez, Computer Science
Edsel Villadoz, Computer Science
Daniel Aira Villegas, Computer Science
Xinyu Wang, Computer Science (Cum Laude)
Peyton Christopher Ware, Computer Science
Alex-Arthur H. Williams, Computer Science

Bachelor of Science
Janiel Venice Abad, Computer Science (Magna Cum Laude)
Justin-Chadd Sarmiento Alasco, Computer Science
Joseline Rosmery Ambrocio, Computer Science
Justin Ryan Andoy, Construction Management
Kyle Tyler Aquino, Computer Science
Meisam Ardebiliha, Computer Science
Francesca Balgoyen, Computer Science
Paul Philip Barker, Computer Science  
Eric Becerril-Blas, Computer Science  
Thomas J. Castro, Computer Science  
Philip Cheung, Computer Science  
Brandon Scott Coffman, Computer Science  
Robert Michael de Luna Jr., Computer Science  
Chad Michael Decker, Computer Science  
Joshua Joven Montefero Deleon, Computer Science  
Austin Cleo Downing, Computer Science  
Mark Jerod Dugay, Computer Science  
Kenneth Duong, Computer Science  
Ziheng (Tony) Fang, Computer Science  
Matthew Ryan Gordin, Computer Science (Summa Cum Laude) University Honors  
Aaron David Gregorio, Computer Science (Cum Laude) University Honors  
Cody Carlyle Gronning, Computer Science  
Wargen Nacionales Guittap, Computer Science  
Luwam Gabriel Hailu, Computer Science (Cum Laude) University Honors  
Kyle Douglas Hastings, Computer Science  
Kayvon Entezari Heravi, Computer Science (Cum Laude) University Honors  
John Joseph R. Inductivo, Computer Science  
Julie K. Jeon, Computer Science  
Brandon M. Kerman, Computer Science  
Rachel Suhyun Kim, Computer Science (Cum Laude) University Honors  
Jason Mitchell Kreitz, Computer Science  
Prabhas Kumra, Computer Science  
Kevin Gary Liao, Computer Science  
Manuel Martinez, Computer Science  
Edding Eduardo Marue Sosa, Computer Science  
Monica Quion Merluza, Computer Science  
Austin Merrick, Computer Science  
Eduardo Meza, Computer Science  
Dale E. Milburn, Computer Science (Cum Laude) University Honors  
Cody Ryan Molisee, Computer Science  
Bryan Alexander Nunez, Computer Science  
Alexander Osmena, Construction Management  
Vinh Quang Pham, Computer Science  
Rafael D. Pineda-cabrera, Computer Science  
Anthony Dominick Reed, Computer Science  
Joanna M. Saguid, Computer Science  
Carlos Sanchez, Construction Management  
Il Woong Stickell, Computer Science  
Juan Carlos Uscanga, Computer Science  
Nicholas A. Vancise, Computer Science (Cum Laude)  
An Thien Vo, Computer Science  
Blake Marcus Williams, Computer Science  
Aaron J. Winkler, Computer Science  
Ou Xi, Computer Science  
Sedachael W. Zeleke, Computer Science  

Bachelor of Science in Engineering  
Jeremiah Patayon Acosta, Civil Engineering  
Jonah Drury Adkins, Mechanical Engineering (Cum Laude) University Honors  
Eddie Raymon Aguirre, Mechanical Engineering  
Ho Young Ahn, Mechanical Engineering (Cum Laude) University Honors  
Pouya Amiri Lari, Civil Engineering  
Richard Amissah, Mechanical Engineering  
Lester Aquino, Civil Engineering  
Dillon Ray Archibald, Computer Engineering  
Adrian Alexander Avelar, Mechanical Engineering  
Jet Kevin Baroudi, Mechanical Engineering  
Morgan Lee Baumann, Mechanical Engineering (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors  
Eugenia Marie Bebis, Civil Engineering  
Itzel Becerril, Computer Engineering  
Joseph N. Bellow, Electrical Engineering  
Andrew James Buchanan, Electrical Engineering  
John Patrick Bacod Buen, Computer Engineering  
Michael Robert Carnahan, Electrical Engineering (Cum Laude) University Honors  
Taylor Carrington, Mechanical Engineering  
Jiajian Chen, Computer Engineering  
Jacob Alexander Clark, Mechanical Engineering  
Jose Manuel Cortez, Electrical Engineering  
Anthony Young Costanzo, Electrical Engineering (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors  
Cody Lee Cronic, Mechanical Engineering  
Ronobir Das, Electrical Engineering  
Kellon Brazil Davis, Mechanical Engineering  
Anthony Diaz, Mechanical Engineering  
Yvonne Arlene Diaz, Civil Engineering  
Jacob R. Dowd, Mechanical Engineering  
Vladimir Eliseeff, Mechanical Engineering  
Juan Pablo Renan Escobar-Lazaro, Mechanical Engineering  
Bernardo Espinoza, Civil Engineering  
Vanesa Esquivel, Mechanical Engineering  
Alfredo Fierros, Mechanical Engineering  
David Flores, Electrical Engineering  
James Benedict Hueysuan Florido Jr., Mechanical Engineering  
Adrian Angelo G. Fuerte, Electrical Engineering  
Serak Berhane Gebremedhin, Computer Engineering  
Paul W. Gelmacher, Mechanical Engineering  
Leonardo Georgescu, Mechanical Engineering  
Marco J. Gonzalez, Civil Engineering  
Rhyean Daniel Nocum Granados, Electrical Engineering  
James Eric Hardy, Mechanical Engineering  
Yu Hang He, Mechanical Engineering (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors  
Elizabeth A. Heider, Electrical Engineering  
Isaiah S. Henry, Mechanical Engineering
Nathan Holt, Mechanical Engineering
Lyuben R. Hristov, Computer Engineering
Scott Isler, Mechanical Engineering
Sidney Puanani Fuatino Iwata, Civil Engineering
Jonathan Richard Jensen, Civil Engineering
Kai Alexander Jocson, Mechanical Engineering
Eldridge Joe IV, Electrical Engineering
Cody Payton Jones, Electrical Engineering (Cum Laude)
Kartou Tejo Jones, Mechanical Engineering
Arielle A. Joven, Mechanical Engineering
Curtis Andrew Kirby, Civil Engineering
Harry Allen Larson, Mechanical Engineering
Adrian Lee, Mechanical Engineering (Cum Laude)
Steven Lee, Computer Engineering
Yenier Leyva, Electrical Engineering
Nathaniel Wayne Martin, Mechanical Engineering
Maria Guadalupe Medina, Mechanical Engineering
William Ty Miller, Civil Engineering
Matthew Quinn Moore, Mechanical Engineering
Xavier Isaiah Morgan-Lange, Mechanical Engineering
Junghoon Nam, Mechanical Engineering
Gregory Alan Nicholson, Civil Engineering
Chase Alan Northrop, Mechanical Engineering
Paulino Miguel Ocampo, Mechanical Engineering
Godliness Oyekale, Civil Engineering
David Anthony Pajar, Computer Engineering
Arielle P. Palanca, Civil Engineering
Jessica Anne Paswaters, Civil Engineering
Riddhi Patel, Electrical Engineering
Sarthi Tarun Patel, Mechanical Engineering
Robin Elijah Borromeo Pedro, Mechanical Engineering
Omar Garcia Perez, Mechanical Engineering (Magna Cum Laude)
   University Honors
Saul A. Perez, Civil Engineering
Geovanni A. Portillo, Computer Engineering
Cristian Ramirez, Electrical Engineering
Roger Ramirez Villa, Mechanical Engineering
Jordan Anthony Rapoza, Civil Engineering
Ron Joshua Recrio, Computer Engineering
John Paolo Relato, Civil Engineering
Jeanette Casandra Rios, Civil Engineering
Juliano Rosario, Electrical Engineering
Kevin Rosas, Mechanical Engineering
Mark Alexander Ryan, Mechanical Engineering
Steve Salazar-Rivas, Electrical Engineering
Eric Salgado, Mechanical Engineering
Michael Salinas, Mechanical Engineering
Antonio Julian Grant Salvadori, Mechanical Engineering
Benjamin Joseph Sanidad, Mechanical Engineering
Marcos Sardinas, Civil Engineering
Zackery Paul Scheel, Mechanical Engineering
Victor Shamanaev, Mechanical Engineering
Kaylee Mahinahina o ka Mahealani Spencer, Electrical Engineering
Mark Jason Stanley, Civil Engineering (Cum Laude)
Alexander Von Sudderth, Mechanical Engineering
Michael Sison Sutherland Jr., Mechanical Engineering, University Honors
Tenniel Takenaka-Fuller, Computer Engineering
Samuel Tam, Electrical Engineering
Teddy Mercado Tolentino, Mechanical Engineering
Jeffrey Topy Topacio, Mechanical Engineering
Braxton Douglas Simpliciano Tumaneng, Mechanical Engineering
Jason Villanueva, Computer Engineering
Chris L. Vincent, Mechanical Engineering
Brian Ree David West, Computer Engineering
Moriah Wingrove, Electrical Engineering
Biniam Zerai III, Electrical Engineering

College of Fine Arts

Bachelor of Arts
Alex Alonso, Film
Michelle Elizabeth Armendarez, Dance
Latisha Olivia Banks, Art
Desiree Kathryn Lamug Batangan, Art
Cassidy Rae Berglund, Theatre Arts
Jasmine Kim Boykin, Art
Ryan Quinn Brady, Art
Steven P. Buono, Theatre Arts
Ililana Leigh Campisi, Film
Summer Carthrum-Drew, Theatre Arts
Tahshae La-keece Catching, Dance
Melisa Dawn Christ, Art History (Summa Cum Laude)
Rianne E. Civella, Film
Nanci Li Clyde, Art
Alejandro Cremata Velazquez, Film
Harrison Davis, Art
Annee DeMarre, Dance
Deborah Inez Diaz, Film
Moriah Rain Dubowsky, Art
Erie Joleen Evans, Film (Summa Cum Laude)
Lashonza Archeona Featherston, Theatre Arts
Paris Garvey Foster, Film
Megan Graham, Theatre Arts
Maurice-Aime Green Jr., Theatre Arts
Mackenzie Christine Hafen, Film
Allison Hanna, Film (Cum Laude)
Sarah Nevada Hartley, Theatre Arts
Lauren Hawthorne, Art
Beatrice Hernandez, Film
Daniel Ernesto Hipolito, Art
Spencer Kim Holmes, Film
Christopher Allen Hudy, Film
Rebecca A. Isacoff, Art
Christian Martin Islava, Film
Morgan Nichole Johnson, Theatre Arts
Derek Harrison Killian, Art
Christopher Michael Kliewer, Film
Jaeda T. Larkins, Theatre Arts
Angelica Lash, Music
Alina R. Lindquist, Art & Art History (Summa Cum Laude)
University & Research and Creative Honors
Carlos Antonio Martinez Jr., Film
Whitney Michelle Mccaw, Art
Amber Nicole Meisner, Film
Angela Mendoza, Theatre Arts
Israel Carlos Mora Jr., Film
Harold Nwokolo, Theatre Arts
Adam Ochoa, Theatre Arts
Melanie Ordaz, Art
Sahara Ashley Orellana, Art
Cheyanne Estelle Phelps, Art
Sahar Rahmatian, Music
Hunter R. Rawal, Film
Nellie Rose Reyes, Art
Patricia Kristine Mag-Isa Reyes, Film
Elliott Rivera, Film
Calista N. Robbins, Dance
Valerie J. Robertson, Theatre Arts
Maria Guadalupe Sanchez, Art
Robert Carlos Scott, Art
Kaylie L. Sheffield, Art
Daniel Kevin Shim, Theatre Arts (Cum Laude)
Skylar Bailey Smith, Film
Mekhi Monche Marquette Stevenson, Film
Talia Ann Tiberio, Theatre Arts
Andrew Thong Tran, Film
Dulce Valencia Sanchez, Theatre Arts (Cum Laude)
Lauren E. Washington, Theatre Arts
Krista Marie Wheatley, Dance
Alexander Scott Willis, Art
Joseph Raymond Winters, Film
Jamie Zepeda, Art

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Olivia Marie Ahrendt, Dance
Katelin Nicole Beckett, Dance
Lauren Alexandra Benjamin, Dance
Nicole Karin Boone, Dance
Shannon Nicole Butler, Dance
Josie Therese Camp, Dance
Katelyn Ann Canale, Dance (Cum Laude)
Sydney Tsunami Conte, Dance
Dakota Jean Miller, Dance
Lauren Theresa Pellegrino, Dance
Selena Julianova Rizova, Dance
Krista Marie Wheatley, Dance

Bachelor of Landscape Architecture
David Louis Douglas II, Landscape Architecture
Marcantonio Fodera, Landscape Architecture
Angelo Daniel Nourse, Landscape Architecture
Cameron Nicole Yetta, Landscape Architecture

Bachelor of Music
Elias Aguirre, Music
Casey A. Bibiano, Music
Ryan T. Burnett, Music
Sunjoo Choi, Music
Daniel Egwurube Egwurube, Music
Cecelia Janine Farmer, Music
Reyn Sadao Isbell, Music (Magna Cum Laude)
Katherine Kinsley de Garcia, Music
Alessandra Patrocinio Las, Music
Jennifer Gabriela Menchaca, Music
Elise Navejar, Music
Christina M. Nix, Music
Daniel J. Pappageorge, Music
Aaron Stuart Peterson, Music
Allan Quan, Music
Jason L. Vazquez, Music

Bachelor of Science
April S. Allain, Entertainment Engineering & Design
Jordan Anna Ascanio, Graphic Design & Media
Carley Elizabeth Bryan, Graphic Design & Media
Abigail Mae Raza Calara, Graphic Design & Media (Cum Laude)
Anthony Javier Castillo, Graphic Design & Media
Jilda Marie Cheng, Graphic Design & Media
Ione Conquy, Graphic Design & Media
Chaney X. Cui, Architecture
Anne Camille Duque, Graphic Design & Media (Summa Cum Laude)
Alexa Sarai Estrada, Graphic Design & Media
Lyric Lynne Evans, Architecture
Veronica Leigh Villafuerte Flores, Graphic Design & Media
Carina L. Gaytan, Architecture
Nicholas L. Goodman, Architecture
Jamie C. Hua, Entertainment Engineering & Design
Johann I. Jauregui, Graphic Design & Media
Yu Xiang Li, Architecture
Kimberly Lu, Graphic Design & Media
Ka Wing Ma, Architecture
Sahara Ashley Orellana, Graphic Design & Media
Alex James Panzer, Graphic Design & Media
Cindy Sarai Pavon, Architecture
Melissa Joyce Pepe, Graphic Design & Media (Cum Laude)
Allison J. Potter, Graphic Design & Media (Cum Laude)
Skyler Evan Rockey, Graphic Design & Media
Breena Chantal Rodriguez, Graphic Design & Media
Kelsey Michelle Ross, Graphic Design & Media
Michael Sagun, Architecture
Eric Smith, Architecture
Marcela Aragon Solis, Entertainment Engineering & Design
Phichapa Tippawang, Graphic Design & Media (Magna Cum Laude)
Abegail Chua Vicario, Graphic Design & Media (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Klaire Denisse Kampana Viduya, Architecture
Vy Vu, Graphic Design & Media
Douglas Wong, Architecture
Qitian Xie, Graphic Design & Media

William F. Harrah College of Hospitality

Bachelor of Science in Hotel Administration
Seema Anwar, Meetings & Events Management
Ayesha Bynum, Hospitality Management
Uri Kenig, Hotel Administration (Magna Cum Laude)
Kristen Beth Knowles, Hotel Administration
Tara Louise Peeler, Meetings & Events Management
Mario Armando Saucedo-Herrera, Hospitality Management
Naeun Yun, Hospitality Management

Bachelor of Science
Desireh Sabrina Abbassi, Hospitality Management
Christine Anne Aguilar, Hospitality Management
Deysi N. Alcolea, Hospitality Management
Alaa Khaled Allam, Hospitality Management
Mary Elizabeth Pajel Amam, Hospitality Management
Amber Lynn Amerman, Hospitality Management
Steven Craig Anderson, Hospitality Management
Edward Thomas Antos, Hospitality Management
Haylie Zandra Arcala, Hospitality Management
Arturo Arellano-Guadarrama, Hospitality Management
Carly Grace Arevalo, Hospitality Management
Melinda Armenta, Hospitality Management
Maria Guadalupe Avalos, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Samantha Lynn Backman, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude)
Joseph Lawrence Bagnara III, Hospitality Management
Xue Bai, Hospitality Management
Danyelle A. Baldwin, Hospitality Management
Paul William Bandilla, Hospitality Management
Jaedu Bang, Hospitality Management
Daysi Yadira Barboza-bravo, Hospitality Management
Diana L. Barrientos Ganzon, Hospitality Management
Andrea Belloso, Hospitality Management
Lindsey Bermudez, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude)
Yiwen Bian, Hospitality Management
Arul Bimakhan, Hospitality Management
Dominique A. Bosen, Hospitality Management
Mackenzie Sims Bouddhara, Hospitality Management
Christian McMichael Brightbill, Hospitality Management
Kendra Brown, Hospitality Management
Megan Elizabeth Brown, Hospitality Management
Jessalyn Rae Brzezinski, Hospitality Management
John-Kelly Burrus, Hospitality Management
Michelle Nicole Calero, Hospitality Management
Bianca Jera Camacho, Hospitality Management
Ngan Cao, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Hornal Alverto Carrillo-jasso, Hospitality Management
Raven Elizabeth Carson, Hospitality Management
Mario E. Castanob, Hospitality Management
Jeanique Vanea Ceballos, Hospitality Management
Isaiah Celestino, Hospitality Management
Joe C. Chang, Hospitality Management
Alexander Chavez, Hospitality Management
Sergio Jordan Chavez, Hospitality Management
Ben i-an Chen, Hospitality Management
Calvin Chen, Hospitality Management
Chen Chen, Hospitality Management
Shuqiao Chen, Hospitality Management
Hio Tong Cheong, Hospitality Management
Zachary Isami Kaleo Ching, Hospitality Management
So Young Cho, Hospitality Management
Soojung Cho, Hospitality Management
Sung Min Cho, Hospitality Management
Yuenting Cho, Hospitality Management
Euichan Choi, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude)
William Joseph Choi, Hospitality Management
Yejin Choi, Hospitality Management
Kyle Gregory Choltko, Hospitality Management
Brooke Lynne Christiano, Hospitality Management
Esther Jihee Chu, Hospitality Management
Jun Young Chung, Hospitality Management
Israel Contreras Jr., Hospitality Management
Ritz Jem C. Cordillon, Hospitality Management
Alexander Karim Courgi, Hospitality Management
Summer R. Cowan, Hospitality Management
Cheyenne-Rayne K. Crouch, Hospitality Management
Kristina Anita Crowder, Hospitality Management
Guadalupe Cruz-Galarza, Hospitality Management (Summa Cum Laude)
Kellie Cuenca Dabu, Hospitality Management
Keegan Kenneth Davis, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Alexander Lapena De Leon Jr., Hospitality Management
Zyra Mayeh Ribao Dela Cruz, Hospitality Management
Michael Christopher DeRose, Hospitality Management
Samantha Lynn Donahue, Hospitality Management
Meiyang Dong, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Ashley Erin Dove, Hospitality Management
Cameron Drucker, Hospitality Management
Adriana Duarte, Hospitality Management
Talia Ortega Edralin, Hospitality Management
Keaton Masterson Eichman, Hospitality Management
Nicholas Robert Elzi, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Marouane Enaouaoui, Hospitality Management
Kayla Encinareal, Hospitality Management
Gabriella Catarina Engle, Hospitality Management
Su Jeong Eom, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Tess Lauren Ervin, Hospitality Management
Christopher Shayan Etebar, Hospitality Management
Zach Luc Farris, Hospitality Management
Jing Yu Feng, Hospitality Management
Min Hao Feng, Hospitality Management
Aster Gebreemencial Fessehai, Hospitality Management
Sarah J. Figueroa, Hospitality Management
Guillermo Flores, Hospitality Management
Crisol Flores Ruiz, Hospitality Management
Emma Lynne Foster, Hospitality Management
Leah Mary Frantz, Hospitality Management
David Franzoia, Hospitality Management
Alexander Fuller, Hospitality Management
Ellenie Garapetian, Hospitality Management
Nathalie Sahara Garcia, Hospitality Management
Julio Cesar Garcia II, Hospitality Management
Haley Elise Garvin, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Sierra Leann Gettman, Hospitality Management
Basiliki Maria Gianoukakis, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Kyrah Samone Gilliam, Hospitality Management
Cameron Scott Glasrud, Hospitality Management
Nicholas Adam Glazener, Hospitality Management
Elisabeth Else-Maria Gomez, Hospitality Management
Xiangxiang Gong, Hospitality Management
Mengfei Gu, Hospitality Management
Hyung Tong Guerra, Hospitality Management
Louis Charles Guiga III, Hospitality Management
Qiqian Guo, Hospitality Management
Yunyun Han, Hospitality Management
Amy Nichol Hanley, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude)
Mia Nicole Harvey, Hospitality Management
Andrew Hays, Hospitality Management
Ruoyan He, Hospitality Management
Xin He, Hospitality Management
Louis Alexander Hendarmo, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude)
Saki Hirata, Hospitality Management
Zi-Ling Ho, Hospitality Management
Hyun Ju Hong, Hospitality Management
Sabrina Hopkins, Hospitality Management
Jillian Halie Howard, Hospitality Management
Tsai-Ling Hsu, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Eilla Huang, Hospitality Management
Jianyi Huang, Hospitality Management
Kuan Wei Huang, Hospitality Management
Yike Huang, Hospitality Management
Yuhou Huang, Hospitality Management
Stephanie Mendoza Huizar, Hospitality Management
Morgan Hung, Hospitality Management
Taehui Hwang, Hospitality Management
Tullio Nino Infelise Jr., Hospitality Management
Trisha-Jane Bayang Jacalne, Hospitality Management
Yoon Joo Jang, Hospitality Management
Ryan Quinn Jean, Hospitality Management
Samantha Jenkins, Hospitality Management
Xueer Jiang, Hospitality Management
Zhizhe Jin, Hospitality Management
Veronica Lauren Joels, Hospitality Management
Alyssa Lorene Johnson, Hospitality Management
Garrett Perry Johnson, Hospitality Management
Calvin Frederick Jones, Hospitality Management
Kenya Jones, Hospitality Management
Jarrod John Jordan, Hospitality Management
Ray Moonseok Kang, Hospitality Management
Cassandra Renee Karsten, Hospitality Management
Jinho Ki, Hospitality Management
Ashley Serim Kim, Hospitality Management
Beom Joon Kim, Hospitality Management
Do Hyun Kim, Hospitality Management
Eun Kim, Hospitality Management
Eunbi Kim, Hospitality Management
Geonwoo Kim, Hospitality Management
Kyungwoo Kim, Hospitality Management
Seonghoon Kim, Hospitality Management
Sino Kim, Hospitality Management
Suji Kim, Hospitality Management
Casey Ko, Hospitality Management
Hana Kojima, Hospitality Management
Nataliia Kolvtenenko, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Tae Hwi Kwon, Hospitality Management
Chynna Sasha LaBrew, Hospitality Management
Jeremy Laguana, Hospitality Management
Patricia Lai, Hospitality Management
Skylar Royal Lambourne, Hospitality Management
Monica A. Landaverde Romero, Hospitality Management
Marcus Lee Landfair, Hospitality Management
Alexis Omar Larreyngana, Hospitality Management
Michelle Nicole Lasso, Hospitality Management
David Le, Hospitality Management
Daniel Lee, Hospitality Management
Hanna Lee, Hospitality Management
Hoyon Lee, Hospitality Management
Jeah Lee, Hospitality Management
Joon Lee, Hospitality Management
Ka Hyun Lee, Hospitality Management
Min Jeong Lee, Hospitality Management
Wenssi Leong, Hospitality Management
Rhett Michael Levin, Hospitality Management
Jake Alan Lewis, Hospitality Management
Juliet Kimberley Lewis, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Heyi Liang, Hospitality Management
Weiyou Liang Feng, Hospitality Management
Qileng Liao, Hospitality Management
Chol Hwan Lim, Hospitality Management
Huiiing Lin, Hospitality Management
Irene Jiaqi Lin, Hospitality Management
Xiaoping Lin, Hospitality Management
Yahsuan Lin, Hospitality Management
Yan Lin, Hospitality Management
Chengming Liu, Hospitality Management
Rongsheng Lo, Hospitality Management
Jocelyn Arlette Lopez, Hospitality Management
Paola Lopez, Hospitality Management
Jinpeng Lu, Hospitality Management
Ting-Chi Lu, Hospitality Management
Tongli Lu, Hospitality Management
Yiming Luo, Hospitality Management
Sheridan Alexie Ann Lutes, Hospitality Management
Keegan Michael Lyon, Hospitality Management
Di Ma, Hospitality Management
Jiani Ma, Hospitality Management
Yue Ma, Hospitality Management
Chase Alan Maddux, Hospitality Management
Deziree Kaylin Mahamuth-Valdez, Hospitality Management
Erick E. Maldonado, Hospitality Management
Kimberly Martin, Hospitality Management
Evan Martinez, Hospitality Management
Noe Martinez-Alvarez, Hospitality Management
Jasmine Anahi Martinez-Lemus, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Maria Martucci, Hospitality Management
Hanna Kay McCall, Hospitality Management
Collin Paul Mcgaughey, Hospitality Management
Ashlee Marie McKenna, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Cailey Corrine McLean, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude)
Jaiana Mcwhorter, Hospitality Management
James Melroy, Hospitality Management
Yusmari Michel-Arrieta, Hospitality Management
Yuka Miyashita, Hospitality Management
Nadia Mohamed, Hospitality Management
Christina Marie Monturi, Hospitality Management
Allison Christine Morales, Hospitality Management
Karla Johanna Morales, Hospitality Management
Robert Clinton Morris, Hospitality Management
Jennifer Suchada Moullet, Hospitality Management
Bowen Sanji Higaki Muraoka, Hospitality Management
Allison Paige Nehring, Hospitality Management
Ethan Robert Neumann, Hospitality Management
Man Kwan Ng, Hospitality Management
Man Lam Ng, Hospitality Management
Hue Thi Nguyen, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude)
Yuka Nishikido, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude)
Brandon Nicholas Norwood, Hospitality Management
Jinhwan Oh, Hospitality Management
Sooyoung Oh, Hospitality Management
Hiromi Okawa, Hospitality Management
Elizabeth Ortiz, Hospitality Management
Layla Rose Ovena, Hospitality Management
Cyryl Joseth Agustin Pabaira, Hospitality Management
Gloria Palma, Hospitality Management
Allison Faye Papock, Hospitality Management
Min Hyoung Park, Hospitality Management
Lily Jayne Parker, Hospitality Management
Alejandro Parra, Hospitality Management
Jason Pastrana-Rosas, Hospitality Management
Bianca Payan, Hospitality Management
Brittney D. Pearson, Hospitality Management
Edson Penate, Hospitality Management
Liyun Peng, Hospitality Management
Yixian Peng, Hospitality Management
Lauren Noelle Peru, Hospitality Management
Nguyen Kim Hang Pham, Hospitality Management
Joseph James Protexter, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Madyson Rae Pulliam, Hospitality Management
Vitoria Queiroz, Hospitality Management
Christina Lynn Quewezance, Hospitality Management
Maureen Quijano, Hospitality Management
Connor Anthony Quilici, Hospitality Management
Alexander Ra, Hospitality Management
Renzo Pantaleon Rafanan, Hospitality Management
Rajna Rajak, Hospitality Management
Jasmine Marie Ramos, Hospitality Management
Lauren Katherine Ray, Hospitality Management
Lorenzo Bandarryl Reed Jr., Hospitality Management
Tristan Reily-Orth, Hospitality Management
Gregory Scott Reitz, Hospitality Management
Moon Rhee, Hospitality Management
Julie Riette, Hospitality Management
Egdaliz Rivera, Hospitality Management
Guillermo Rizo, Hospitality Management
Vanessa Catherine Roberts, Hospitality Management
Rickie Robertson, Hospitality Management
Chantel Elizabeth Robichaud, Hospitality Management
Carmen Lynette Rodriguez, Hospitality Management
Marisol Ashley Rodriguez, Hospitality Management
Nicholas Salvador Rodriguez, Hospitality Management
Victoria Rose, Hospitality Management
Michael Joshua Sadowski, Hospitality Management
Scarlet Saenz, Hospitality Management
Stephanie Salonga, Hospitality Management
Edith Sandoval, Hospitality Management
Grant P. Schober, Hospitality Management
Austin Conner Shapiro, Hospitality Management
Kaidi Shen, Hospitality Management, University Honors
Ziqi Shen, Hospitality Management
Chang Shi, Hospitality Management
Gianlucca Khenzo Shida, Hospitality Management (Summa Cum Laude)
Andrew Y. Shim, Hospitality Management
Chanyoung Shin, Hospitality Management
Dong Woo Shin, Hospitality Management
Ruqi Shu, Hospitality Management
Tyler Simmerman, Hospitality Management
Chloe Alexis Slocumb, Hospitality Management
Chase Dale Smallwood, Hospitality Management
Patti S. Smith, Hospitality Management
Richard P. Smith, Hospitality Management
Reginald Maurice Snow, Hospitality Management
Emily Solis-Diaz, Hospitality Management
Robert Somerville, Hospitality Management
Annick Hyosung Song, Hospitality Management
Hyun S. Song, Hospitality Management
Xiaoyu Song, Hospitality Management
Alexis Rebecca Soto, Hospitality Management
Celine D. Soto, Hospitality Management
Minxuan Sun, Hospitality Management
Jae Yun Sung, Hospitality Management
Mirai Suzuki, Hospitality Management
Tomohiro Suzuki, Hospitality Management
Evan F. Swieczkowski, Hospitality Management
Zhaojian Tan, Hospitality Management
Erica Y. Tang, Hospitality Management
Jinsuh Tark, Hospitality Management
Jack Nicholas Taylor, Hospitality Management
Katelynn E. Taylor, Hospitality Management
Gypsy Angelina Tehandon, Hospitality Management
Andre Llamar Thompson, Hospitality Management
Emily Thompson, Hospitality Management
Rachael Marie Thorne, Hospitality Management
Ryan Tilleth, Hospitality Management
Han L. Tran, Hospitality Management
Rosallia Antonyette Trillo, Hospitality Management
Zoe Tsang, Hospitality Management
Chih Han Tseng, Hospitality Management
Michelle Tseng, Hospitality Management
Alexandra Olegovna Tsvitenok, Hospitality Management
Brianna Imani Twyman, Hospitality Management
Bianca Allegra Valle, Hospitality Management
Rocio Gisela Vazquez, Hospitality Management
Samuel Alexander Verdiramo, Hospitality Management
Kennedy Villegas, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Deanna Gail Vinluan, Hospitality Management
Jenny Vo, Hospitality Management
Austin Wang, Hospitality Management
Haixia Wang, Hospitality Management
Jingxian Wang, Hospitality Management
Yuhan Wang, Hospitality Management
Jessie Michelle Watson, Hospitality Management
Wenyuan Wei, Hospitality Management
Jacob Reese West, Hospitality Management
Michael Andrew Wilson, Hospitality Management
Amber Tze-Huei Wu, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Mingxin Xiao, Hospitality Management
Lingxi Xie, Hospitality Management
Xinxin Xing, Hospitality Management
Qihui Xu, Hospitality Management
Yiming Xu, Hospitality Management
Brandon Wynn Yamaguchi, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Fan Yan, Hospitality Management
Yue Yan, Hospitality Management
Haoran Yang, Hospitality Management
Shan-Jen Yang, Hospitality Management
Xinying Yang, Hospitality Management
Jane Sodam Yi, Hospitality Management
Xifan Yin, Hospitality Management
Yan Chi Yip, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude)
Sung Sil Yoo, Hospitality Management
Renee Tzu-Chieh Yu, Hospitality Management
Jane Sodam Yi, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude)
Yunsun Yu, Hospitality Management (Magna Cum Laude)
Roberto Zamora V, Hospitality Management
Hui Zhang, Hospitality Management
Lanfang Zhang, Hospitality Management
Wenqiu Zhang, Hospitality Management
Xinlian Zhang, Hospitality Management (Cum Laude) University Honors
Yanjie Zhang, Hospitality Management
Zhanwei Zhang, Hospitality Management
Yunfei Zhao, Hospitality Management
Langyue Zhong, Hospitality Management
Zhaochuan Zhou, Hospitality Management
Zhaolin Zhu, Hospitality Management
Robert Jerome Zoucha Jr., Hospitality Management
Eloisa Zuniga, Hospitality Management
Saskia N. Zuniga Reyes, Hospitality Management

School of Integrated Health Sciences

Bachelor of Science
Divine Saghar Abbasszadeh, Kinesiological Sciences
Cassandra Abernathy, Kinesiological Sciences
Choy V. Arcega, Kinesiological Sciences
Paola Andrea Arcila, Kinesiological Sciences & Nutrition Sciences
Jenna Arroyo, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Jennifer Ayako Awayan, Kinesiological Sciences
Claudia Ayala, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Paul J. Balderamos, Kinesiological Sciences
Leah K. Baniewicz, Comprehensive Medical Imaging (Magna Cum Laude)
Amy Marie Barth, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Christian H. Baum, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Mariahsen M C Bautista, Kinesiological Sciences
Nicholas Jaren Bautista, Kinesiological Sciences (Magna Cum Laude)
Ryan Douglas Bennett, Kinesiological Sciences (Cum Laude)
Jules Bermundo, Kinesiological Sciences
Janriek Asuncion Bognot, Kinesiological Sciences
Kathrina Castro Bognot, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Celeste Chelsea Navarro Bonifacio, Kinesiological Sciences (Magna Cum Laude)
Salah N. Boyce, Kinesiological Sciences
Jason Matthew Brinkman, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Lester Sison Buenviaje, Kinesiological Sciences
Ryan Bui, Comprehensive Medical Imaging (Cum Laude)
Emma Dawn Burns, Kinesiological Sciences
Jessica Cabrera, Kinesiological Sciences
Janet Melissa Casillas, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Alicia Nina Castile, Kinesiological Sciences
Ryshanne M A. Castillo, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Gerry Bill Nerona Catiggay Jr., Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Lucy Chandler, Kinesiological Sciences
Noah Keifer Chavez, Kinesiological Sciences
Emma Carolina Cheskey, Nutrition Sciences (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Andrea Colon, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Efren Contreras, Kinesiological Sciences
Migi Contreras, Kinesiological Sciences
Evelyn Cristina Corona, Kinesiological Sciences
Sydney Costa, Kinesiological Sciences
Neil Matthew Valderama Cruz, Kinesiological Sciences
Trey Alexander Curtis-Brown, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Benjamin Anthony Di Iorio IV, Kinesiological Sciences
Vanessa A. Diaz, Kinesiological Sciences
Enrique Dieguez, Kinesiological Sciences
Nicole Drennan, Kinesiological Sciences
Basir Durmohammad, Kinesiological Sciences
Spencer Elliott, Kinesiological Sciences
Delanie May Ina Esau, Kinesiological Sciences
Paulynn Hailey Esteban, Kinesiological Sciences
Douglas E. Fenley, Kinesiological Sciences
Oscar Fernandez, Kinesiological Sciences
Jose Jesus Figueroa, Kinesiological Sciences
Anthony Michael Foreman, Kinesiological Sciences
Tatiyana Gilbert, Kinesiological Sciences
Lucero Gomez Sanchez, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Charles Edward Gray, Kinesiological Sciences
Jayden Christopher Green, Kinesiological Sciences
Scheccid Gutierrez, Kinesiological Sciences
Erfan Habibi, Kinesiological Sciences
Alexandria C. Hamoy, Kinesiological Sciences
Tristin Chase Hansel, Kinesiological Sciences
Benny Hammad Hernandez, Kinesiological Sciences
DeJeigh Marie Herrera, Kinesiological Sciences (Cum Laude) University Honors
Donald Ho, Kinesiological Sciences
Aaron Yue Huang, Kinesiological Sciences
Morgan Taylor Husli, Kinesiological Sciences
Anthony Cecilio Ibanez, Kinesiological Sciences
Waranya Jaikhan, Comprehensive Medical Imaging (Cum Laude)
Natasja Janjusic, Kinesiological Sciences
Rachael Suzanne Jenkins, Kinesiological Sciences (Cum Laude)
Ryan Russell Johnson, Kinesiological Sciences
Chantia K. Jones, Kinesiological Sciences
Helen N. Jorrin, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Zeus Joseph, Kinesiological Sciences
Natalie KW Kang, Kinesiological Sciences
Tashia Kaplan, Kinesiological Sciences (Magna Cum Laude)
Eskedar Kassahun, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Diana Kauveiyakul, Health Physics
Garo Armani Kechkarian, Kinesiological Sciences
Isabella Nicola Keefer, Kinesiological Sciences
Samantha M. Kelly, Kinesiological Sciences (Magna Cum Laude)
Ty Khemunbong, Kinesiological Sciences
Kemari Kline-Womack, Kinesiological Sciences
David Kuzma, Kinesiological Sciences
Thomas Michael Lauquito, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Vladana Kacic, Kinesiological Sciences
Omar E. Lazo, Kinesiological Sciences
Duy Tran Phuong Le, Kinesiological Sciences
Khanh Loan Le, Comprehensive Medical Imaging (Cum Laude)
Stephanie Cassandra Lechman, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Asia Lewis, Kinesiological Sciences
Raimund Antoni Umale Liberato, Kinesiological Sciences
Natasha Neriha Chiong Lising, Nutrition Sciences
Keith Lopez, Kinesiological Sciences (Magna Cum Laude)
Erinlyn B. Macalma, Kinesiological Sciences
Firomsa Mahamud, Kinesiological Sciences
Brandon Grover Markwell, Kinesiological Sciences
Kainoa Robert Marple, Kinesiological Sciences
Frances Marshall, Kinesiological Sciences
Sydnee Alexis Martinez, Kinesiological Sciences
Juline Faris Massis, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Paul Michael Maucesa, Kinesiological Sciences
Erica Marie Tallada Mayoyo, Kinesiological Sciences
Savannah Amber McKie, Kinesiological Sciences
Isabel Alexus Merchant, Kinesiological Sciences
Ivana Mijovic, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Kira Lorraine Mize, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Claribel Montoya, Nutrition Sciences
Cindy Yanira Monzon, Kinesiological Sciences
Vicky Atienza Moreno, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Brianna M. Mukai, Kinesiological Sciences
Kaela Mei Udani Nacapuy, Kinesiological Sciences
Brandon K. Nahina, Kinesiological Sciences
Karen Gonzalez Nava, Nutrition Sciences (Cum Laude)
Rainier Olea Navarro II, Kinesiological Sciences (Cum Laude)
Chad Janusz Nawrocki, Kinesiological Sciences
Rayven Simone Nguyen, Kinesiological Sciences
Rebecca S. Ostrander, Kinesiological Sciences
Roy Han Park, Kinesiological Sciences
Nicholas Kyu Patrick, Kinesiological Sciences
Narek Petrosyan, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Breezy Lynn Phaneuf, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Kimberly MeShell Pickett, Kinesiological Sciences
David Martin Pinal, Kinesiological Sciences (Cum Laude)
Robin Pollard, Kinesiological Sciences (Magna Cum Laude)
University Honors
Tantii Dewi Handayani Porter, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Joycelin Janellis Puente, Kinesiological Sciences
Cynthia Ramirez, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Matthew Donald Ramos, Kinesiological Sciences
Molly Rose Rasmussen, Kinesiological Sciences
Marsha Rattler, Kinesiological Sciences
Martin R. Renteria, Kinesiological Sciences
Keina Dionne Richard, Kinesiological Sciences
Amanda Maria Richardson, Kinesiological Sciences
Ty Jason Lim Roberts, Kinesiological Sciences
Alma Rodriguez, Kinesiological Sciences
Beatriz Adriana Romero, Kinesiological Sciences
Brooke Reagan Ryan, Kinesiological Sciences
Sergio Sanchez, Nutrition Sciences
Ana Jiselle Sanchez-Barrales, Kinesiological Sciences
Morgann Schneider, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Danna Nichol Shaw, Kinesiological Sciences
Teola Lee Shaw, Kinesiological Sciences
Aubri Shriver, Kinesiological Sciences
Javon Smith, Kinesiological Sciences
Alyssa Jaylene Ramil Soliven, Kinesiological Sciences
Dinela W. Solorzano Pocasangre, Kinesiological Sciences (Cum Laude)
Jeffrey Oswaldo Solorzano Pocasangre, Kinesiological Sciences
Megan Lindsay Soriano, Kinesiological Sciences
Jacqueline Sripramong, Kinesiological Sciences
Natalia Tan, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Anuradha Thennakoon Mudiyansel, Kinesiological Sciences
Ryan Taylor Tingle, Kinesiological Sciences
Irina Georgieva Todorova, Nutrition Sciences (Magna Cum Laude)
Julianne Jacinto Toribio, Kinesiological Sciences (Cum Laude)
Lauren R. Tovar, Nutrition Sciences
Jessica Lynn Tran, Kinesiological Sciences
Kirk Joseph Underwood, Kinesiological Sciences
Taylor Jonathan Vargas, Kinesiological Sciences
Malvin Ray Oblena Velasco, Kinesiological Sciences
Arvinelle Vianca Gelera Victa, Kinesiological Sciences
Francis Jacob Voge, Kinesiological Sciences
Roman Arash Wahab, Kinesiological Sciences
Carynza Daniel-Maud Wan, Kinesiological Sciences
Tamia Jashanna Ware, Kinesiological Sciences
Karissa Jenae Webster, Kinesiological Sciences

2020 Fall Commencement
Amena Marie Williams, Kinesiological Sciences
Haily C. Williams, Kinesiological Sciences
Rachael Wiltshire, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Ashley Xayarat, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Brittany Taylor York, Comprehensive Medical Imaging
Monika Ewelina Zydek, Comprehensive Medical Imaging (Magna Cum Laude)

College of Liberal Arts

Bachelor of Arts
Chava Leah Aaron, Anthropology
Emmanuel K. Adeyemi, Political Science
Alejandro Aguayo-Flores, Psychology (Cum Laude)
Jazmin Jean Aguilar, Psychology
Arlene Elizabeth Aguirre, Psychology
Oshea Nalea Ah Lee Sam, Psychology
Miklo Alcala, Anthropology (Cum Laude) University Honors
Ileana Alicea, Psychology
Noah Alexander Allen-Cruz, Psychology
Nicholas D. Almstead, Philosophy
Alexander Altman, Psychology
Jimmy Alvarez, Psychology
Alexandra S. Amaya, English
Herman Andrade Jr., Psychology
Nita I. Andrieu, Interdisciplinary Studies-Social Science Studies
Hugo Damian Anica-Perez, Psychology
Hannah Marion Anselmo, Psychology
Bradford A. Antonio-Acorda, English
Shaun Tyler Aque, English
Sasha Araujo, Sociology
Vanni Jefferson Arcaina, English
Vanni Jefferson Valdez Arcaina, Psychology
Aaron Michael Arsen, Psychology
Arianna Bianca Artiga, Psychology
Jessalyn Jose Austria, English
Carmen Priscilla Ayala, Psychology
Victoria L. Ayon, Interdisciplinary Studies-Social Science Studies
Michael Perry Azevedo, English
Brandon Baccus, English
Roderick Thomas Bachmann, Interdisciplinary Studies-Social Science Studies (Magna Cum Laude)
Isabella P. Balle, English
Sahar Bandbazi, Psychology
Kayli Curran Barker, Psychology
Eleni A. Bazewicz, Psychology
Alec Brian Bennett, Psychology
Michelle A. Benway, Psychology
Timothy Michael Berglund, History
Jessa Jane Bermudez, Psychology
Eryn Best, History
Yamilet Emilee Biggers, Political Science
Brandy Geralyn Diamonique Biggs, Psychology
Gabrielle Y. Blackshear, Psychology
Madorie Javon Boglin, Anthropology
Sandria M. Bolden, Sociology
Sierra Louise Bonello, Psychology
Maya Bordwell, Political Science
Deise Borghetti, Psychology
Melissa Kay Boyce, Anthropology
Quinn James Bozzano, Anthropology & History
Uriah Palomar Bradley, Psychology
Paige Bremner, Psychology
Abiel Abraham Brinkley, English (Cum Laude)
John A. Bristlin V, Political Science
Alexa Brown, Psychology
Aubree Carrington Brown, Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Devon A. Brown, Political Science
Stephanie L. Brundage, Sociology
Aniana Brustol, Psychology
Alexis A. Bryant, English
Stephen James Burnett, Philosophy
Kylene Michelle Burns, Political Science
Phillip Burns, Psychology
Nicole Rae Burton, History (Cum Laude)
Shannon Nicole Butler, Psychology
Erica L. Cabalitasan, Psychology
Kaitlyn Cabrera, Psychology
Krisha M. Cabrera, Philosophy & Psychology
Dennis Oyardo Calma II, Psychology
George Camacho, History
Crystal Marie Camarena, Psychology
Mayte Alejandra Cano, Sociology
Elsa Cano Cano Rivera, English
Justin Thomas Caputo, Psychology (Cum Laude)
Ignacio Caracoza, Psychology
Jasmine Christina Cargill, Psychology
Tanner Mitchell Carmen, Political Science
Brex Carr, Sociology
Caren M. Carrero, Psychology
Helena Carrie, Sociology
Beatriz Carrillo, Psychology
Kevin Alexander Carrillo, Psychology
Janet Melissa Casillas, Psychology
Manuel Castellanos Jr., Philosophy
Jesus Adonis Castillo, Psychology (Cum Laude)
Philip Ambrose Ramos Castillo, English
Laysha Castillo Guerrero, English
Maricela Castro, Psychology
Isabel Catherine Causey, Political Science (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Melisa Sarai Celis, Psychology
Caleb Fowler Chavez, Political Science
Antoinette Chavira, Political Science
Vania A. Clara, Psychology
Alexander Clark, Psychology
Kelsey June Clark, Psychology
Theodore Clark, History
Patrice Charde Collier, English (Magna Cum Laude)
Andre Justice Collins Jr., Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Coco Michelle Contreras, English
Benjamin Cortez, Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Kristen Keyanna Cosey, Sociology
Victoria Cothran, Psychology
Kyle Rilee Crafts, Psychology
Laura Yanira Cruz, Psychology
Bailey Paige Cunanan, Sociology (Cum Laude)
Nicolas Langston Dang, Psychology
Carla Yvonne David, Psychology
Blayr J. Davis, Psychology
Claire Marie Davis, Psychology
Dayton Delano Davis, Psychology
Eric Grant Davis, Psychology
Juanita Davis, Psychology
Jonathan Spencer Day, Political Science
Bethany Dayton, Political Science
Austin Jacob De Reis, Political Science (Cum Laude)
Karla Fabiola Del Cid, Psychology
Steven Anthony Delgado, Interdisciplinary Studies-Social Science Studies
Clarissa Delgado-Cole, Psychology
Kevin Ruben Desoto II, Psychology
Melissa M. Dettlaff, Psychology
Zac Dillard, Anthropology
Christian Directo, Interdisciplinary Studies-Asian Studies
Caroline Tzvetanova Dotcheva, Psychology
Marcus Londyn Drake, Psychology
Luis Drexler, History (Cum Laude)
Joshua Edward Dunlap, History
Salim Mustafa Dweck, History
Hannah R. Dyreng, Psychology
Trevon Tyrone Echols-Johnson, Psychology
Evon David Ellis, English
Nicole Elmore, Sociology
Madison Joanne Engle, Psychology, University Honors
Nicole C. Espinosa, Gender & Sexuality Studies
Gabriela Ivette Esteban, Anthropology
Gabriela Ivette Esteban, Psychology
Arleth Naomy Estrada, Psychology
Laura Evans, Psychology
Meagan Lea Evans, Psychology
Mandyann Eversole, Psychology
Brittney Fabio, Psychology
Nicholas Paul Farkas, Interdisciplinary Studies-Social Science Studies
Nicole Christine Farrell, English
Ana Lorenza Jimenez Fatemi, English
Abbygail P. Feliciano, Psychology
Stephanie M. Ficucell, English
Kyle Fife, English
Sarah McKenzie Flood, Psychology (Magna Cum Laude)
Jennilyn Arteza Flores, English
Grant W. Forbes, Romance Languages
Caitlyn Marie Forney, Psychology
Dailese Shamone Foster, Psychology
Anthony Joseph Fox, Anthropology & Sociology
Tina C. Frahm, Psychology
Jordan Isaiah Fuller, Gender & Sexuality Studies
Reginald Gaines, Sociology
Cris James Galacgac, Psychology
Jaryn C. Galarpe, English
David Sterling Galbraith, Sociology
Taylor Mae Gale, Psychology
Desiree Ann Cayabyab Galera, Psychology
Susan Beverly Gallagher, English
Chelsea Galvez, Psychology
Allison Garcia, Philosophy & Political Science
Daniel Anthony Garcia, Psychology
Evelynn Rose Garcia, Psychology (Cum Laude)
Jennifer Garcia, Psychology
Latasha Garcia, Psychology
Diana Laura Gastelum, Psychology (Magna Cum Laude)
Jorge Matthew Gavina-Rivas, History
Noam Gavish, Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Isabelle Hope Gebhart, English
Mike Ghazar, History
Jocelyne Noemie Giron, Psychology (Magna Cum Laude)
Alexandria Goins-Walker, Political Science
Cenia Gomez, English
Calvin Gonzalez, Psychology
Carlos Gonzalez Jr., English (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Lupita Del Rosario Gonzalez, Psychology
Max N. Gonzalez, Political Science
Raul Gonzalez, Romance Languages
Steven Goode, Political Science
Gregory Gottlieb, Psychology
Solange-Louise Goulet-Fowlar, Psychology
Reino Vaughn Graves, English
Latisha Raquel Gray, Psychology
Sara Green, Psychology
Meghan Elizabeth Greene, Psychology
Alyssa Jamero Grospe, Sociology
Eusevio De Jesus Guerra, Sociology
Mathilda Guerrero, Political Science
Erika Lilibeth Gutierrez Chavez, Psychology
Jayonna Denise Guyton, Psychology
Curtis William Haddrell, Psychology
Amber Lynnette Haehnel, Anthropology
Jayonna Denise Guyton, Psychology
Zalla Sarah Hanifzai, Psychology
Cecelia Elizabeth Hanley, Political Science
Gena Renae Hanna, Philosophy
Marissa Ann Hannah, Psychology
Jordan Nicolle Harden, Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Carol Haro, Spanish
Holly A. Harrell, Psychology
Parker Noel Harris, Political Science
Avia Maria Harrison, Psychology
Brandon Patrick Hatch, English
Gabriela Guadalupe Hernandez, Psychology
Jessica Hernandez-Moreno, Psychology
Hubert Hetmanczyk, Political Science
Darian Lee Hickey, Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Apia Monet Hickman, Sociology
Rachel Ann Higaki, Psychology
Jordan Hinds, Sociology
Jessica Hines, Psychology
Andrew Loc Ho, Psychology
Faith A. Hobby, Psychology
Ashley Lynne Hoffer, English
Brooke G. Holmes, Psychology
Spencer Kim Holmes, Anthropology
Adam Maurice Horowitz, Psychology
Delaney Elizabeth Howard, Political Science
Collin Howell, Psychology
Sonya Lupe Huerta, Anthropology & Sociology (Cum Laude)
Isabel Huizar, Psychology
Josselyn Ibarra, Psychology
Simeon Elisha Iglinski, History
Claudia Elena Ingualno, Psychology
Elizabeth Isaac, English
Cameron Jabara, Sociology
Dashun Jackson, Psychology
Robert Andrew Jacobsen, Political Science
Rebecca Jacobson, Psychology
Brianna Denise Jaffe, Psychology
April Marie Jamison, Psychology
Ben Eugene Jantzen, History (Magna Cum Laude)
Daniel Elias Jartson, English
Michele C. Jensen, Philosophy
Shakariyah L. Jimerson, Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Edgar Omar Johnsr Arguello, Psychology
Angela Johnson, Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Elliott Brooks Johnson, African American and African Diaspora Studies & Psychology
Klaiton Johnson, Psychology
Brittany Lynn Jones, Psychology
Tyra Monet Jones, Psychology (Cum Laude)
Sherina Jean Pamintuan Josafat, Psychology
Katie Anne Karl, Psychology
Megan Marie Kays, Psychology
Taylor J. Keith, Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Kyleigh Danielle Kelley, English
Buffy Nicole Kerestan, Political Science
Keaton Thomas Kezer, English
Marukh Khalique, Political Science
Valorie Elizabeth Kieper, English
Amira Shakura King, Psychology
Dustie Nicole Klein, Psychology
Miho Kochi, Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Nicholas Lawrence Kolch, Psychology
Austin Jacob Krehbiel, Political Science
Kristen Renee Kuschel, Psychology
Cristal Lachowicz, Psychology
Ashley Corazon Lamarca, Psychology
Jessica Taylor Landry, Anthropology
Raquel Lara, Psychology
Cheyenne Megan Larance, English
Sevonna W. Lathormvang, Psychology
Maryam Shamim Latif, Sociology
Jaenalyn Dulay Laurente, Psychology
Hiue Le, Political Science
Ryan Leadem, Psychology
William Wonsuk Lee, Political Science
Naomi Lemba Masuaku, Political Science
Timothy Leonard Jr., Interdisciplinary Studies-Social Science Studies
Tyler Lewis, Sociology
Minqiong Li, Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Victoria Elizabeth Limon, History (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Alina R. Lindquist, Anthropology (Summa Cum Laude) University & Research and Creative Honors
Taylor Nicole Longmore, Psychology
Kayla K. Lono, Psychology
Cynthia Lopez, Political Science
Ivan Lopez, Sociology
Ashle Delighter Love, Psychology
Annie Lynnette Lubbesmeyer, Psychology
Charlene Debra Lucero, Psychology
Ricardo A. Lugo, English
Alfonso Luna, Psychology
Cynthia Lupian, Psychology
Brenda Joana Macias, Sociology
Londy Arlet Madrigal, English
Gianluigi Amaranto Malasarte, French
Tuivasa N. Maloata, Sociology
Michael Joseph Manley, Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Diana Manriquez-Rivera, Psychology
Karlita Isabel Manzanero, Interdisciplinary Studies-Social Science Studies (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Darian Destyne-Amina Mark, Anthropology
Cody Marsili, History
Katie Rose Martin, Psychology
Yesica Martinez, English
Hayden Matthew Maynard, Political Science
Diana E. McCormick, Interdisciplinary Studies-Social Science Studies
Elijah Clay McCormick, Political Science
Sarah Jessica McDonald, Psychology
Shane P. McIntire, English
Jermaine Medina, Psychology
Shanne C. Medina, Psychology
Victor I. Mejia, Political Science
Isabel Lucia Mendoza, Psychology
Yeymy Gisell Millan-Marquez, Psychology
Lauren Ashley Mitchell, English
Manouchehr Mohammadi, Political Science
Baylie Monea Moncrief, Psychology
Kenna Denise Moody, History
Margaret J. Moody, Interdisciplinary Studies-Social Science Studies
Caitlynn Amber Moon, Psychology
Brea Cymone Moore, Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Gladys Morales Garcia, Psychology
Julissa Yasabela Moreno, Psychology
Kailey Marie Morse, Psychology
Betelhem S. Mulat, Political Science
Veronica M. Multins, Psychology (Cum Laude) University Honors
Tinea-Shay R. Mundy, Sociology
Binti Osman Musa, Sociology
Jaida Nash, Psychology
Jessie Nay, English
Elizabeth Nevarez, Psychology
Jan Allen Negranza Nobleza, Psychology
Jerald Joseph Novero, Psychology (Cum Laude) University Honors
Amanda Rose O'Brien, Psychology
Cian Patrick O'Donnell, Political Science
Bianca Iniba Oftana, Psychology
Kimberly Olives, Sociology
Jeremai Olmedo, Psychology
Kimberly Dayana Olsen, Sociology
Vanessa Elizabeth Om, Anthropology
Alexa Cassandra Orozco, Psychology
Kathleen Nicole Ortega, Interdisciplinary Studies-Social Science Studies
Scott Raymond Osgood, English
Kylie Oshiro, Interdisciplinary Studies-Social Science Studies
Natalie Mizrachi Osorio, Psychology
Charles Albert Pachas Jr., Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Sina Marius Pahleven, English
Jorge Paiz Say, Anthropology
Jayda Yee Wah Pamintuan, Psychology
Nicole Marie Pangelinan, Psychology
Pauline Deniece Maratas Parco, Psychology
Noah Charles Pate, History
Victoria F. Patriana, Psychology
Zenick Fernan Patriana, Psychology
Sean Donovan Patrick, History
Irene Netter Patton, Psychology
Juan Porfirio Paz III, English
Xiomara V. Pedroza, Psychology
Erica Peplowski, History
Christina A. Perez, Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Jamaia Kimberly Agustin Perez, Psychology
Jeremy Joshua Perez, Political Science
Sandra Perez, Sociology
Claudia Esther Perez Fernandez, Spanish
Aidaen Rez Pfau, English
Kylene Meghan Pfau, Sociology
Bailey Lynn-Marie Phillips, Psychology
Zackary Wayne Pierce, English (Cum Laude)
David Martin Pinal, Psychology (Cum Laude)
Joseph Anthony Portaro, Psychology
Joseph Puentes, English
Maria Gracia Quiros, Psychology
Hira Wasim Qureshi, English
Arifur Rahman, History
Diante James Rainwater, Sociology
Tanner James Ramsden, Psychology
Sakeena Raza, Psychology
Jenna Lynn Reddick, Philosophy
Michelle Ilia Reed, Sociology
Jaydah Ruby Reid, Anthropology
Vivienne Rachele Reschman, Political Science
Nicole Irene Reyes, Sociology
Tabitha Lynn Reyes, Political Science
Nadine Fayth Reynoso, English
LeiLani Ani Richardson-James, Psychology
Gabriel E. Rivarde, English
Diamond Bri’Jae Rivas, Sociology
Clarisa Rivas-Reyes, Psychology
Raechelle Liana Marcella Rivera, Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Selena Julianova Rizova, English
Chase Marie Robbins, Anthropology
Tyler Clayton Robbins-beran, Political Science
Noe Roca, Psychology
Vanessa Angeles Rocha, Psychology
Jessica Rodrigues, Psychology
Luis Miguel Rodriguez, Political Science
Bradkyn Alyse Rodriguez I, Psychology
Lauren Hayley Rogers, Psychology
Alisha Marie Romero, Anthropology
Marciella Desire Ruiz, Anthropology & Psychology
Dyann Marie Ruvalcaba, Sociology
Jocelyn Ruvalcaba Ruvalcaba, Psychology
Connor Padraig Ryan, Psychology
Megan Miyeko Salazar Sanbei, Psychology
Consuelo Sanchez II, Political Science
Laura E. Sandoval, Psychology
Alexis Santiago-Moran, Anthropology
Roxanne Santoyo, Psychology
Alyena Nikole Schmalz, Sociology
Kylie Channing Schmidt, Psychology
Stephanie Nicole Schmitt, Political Science
Ashley Kate Schoemer, Philosophy
Jace Andrew Scholes, Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Kati Schweer, Political Science
Kendahl Irish Scully, English
Jung Ho Seo, Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Tanya A. Serrano, Psychology
Sonia M. Serrano-Hernandez, Psychology
Paul Anthony Sessions, Psychology
Kristina Angela Severino, English
Ani Angela Shahjianian, Psychology
Benjamin William Shear, Interdisciplinary Studies-Social Science Studies
William Shegelski, Political Science
Rahina Sheikh, Psychology
Robert Dillon Shelton, Sociology
Angelique Rose Shlemon, Political Science
Kianna Marie Shlemon, Political Science
Alexis Shuey, Psychology
Stephen P. Sifuentes, Political Science
Hugo Esteban Silva, English
Gabriella Nicole Simmons, Psychology
Claire Skaggs, English (Summa Cum Laude) Research and Creative Honors
Alexander J. Skinner, Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Sherrie Ann Slayden, Anthropology
Brittney Smith, Sociology
Buck Michael Smith, Sociology
Cole Michael Smith, Psychology
Evan Michael Smith, English
Jessica Christine Smith, Political Science
Lauren Janae-Schultz Smith, Psychology
Libra A. Smith, Psychology
Acel Mariz Zalumed Soriano, Psychology
Zennia Sotelo, Sociology
Roderick Spener, Psychology
Christopher Michael Stauffer, Interdisciplinary Studies-Asian Studies
Skylar Ryan Stinnett, Psychology
Savana F. Syed, Anthropology
Zaina Mofid Tamam, Political Science
Clara Victoria Tamayo, Interdisciplinary Studies-Social Science Studies
Ryan Palmer Tantum, Sociology
Sara Tausendfreund, English (Cum Laude) University Honors
D’Andre E. Taylor, Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Mitchel Donald Taylor, History
Elizabeth Nikolaeva Tchernogorova, Psychology
Jia-Xin Teo, Psychology (Magna Cum Laude)
Brittany Nicole Thaw, Psychology
Steffanie Tyler Thornock, Interdisciplinary Studies-Social Science Studies
Jeremy Alexander Tippetts, Psychology
Jordan Joseph Tirone, Psychology (Magna Cum Laude)
Ting Tong, Psychology
Brenda Torres, Spanish for the Professions
Nicole Torres, Psychology
Angela Marie Townsend, Psychology
Aryus Trahan, Sociology
Larry Thomas Tripp, English
Alexandra Renee Trousdale, Political Science
Sidney Khoi Truong, Political Science
Nicholas Quejado Tuason, Psychology
Alohilani Tufuga, Psychology
Anahit Ani Urfalyan, Psychology
Denise Michelle Vargas, Interdisciplinary Studies-Social Science Studies
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Andrea Vazquez- Garcia, Anthropology
Daisy Christina Velasco, Sociology
Jennyfer Viedas, Psychology
Julia Suzanne Vineyard, Political Science (Cum Laude)
Zachary Vinoya, Psychology
Nicole Virga, Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Summer Dawn Wachtel, English
Sydney Monique Wallace Brumwell, Sociology
Jonathan Perrin Walton, Anthropology
Michael Neal Warth, Philosophy
Lucas David Washington, French
Summer Watson, Interdisciplinary Studies-Social Studies (Magna Cum Laude)
Elija Lorenzo West, Sociology
Kassidy Nicole Whetstone, History (Magna Cum Laude)
University Honors
Joshua Lemuel White, Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Sheree White, Psychology
Stephanie Julianna White, Philosophy
Nikita Lynn Wilde, English
Sharan Moira Williams, Sociology (Summa Cum Laude)
Deana Brady Wilson, Sociology
Kaylan Wingard, Political Science
Greyson Scott Winkelman, Psychology
Lidia Wossen, Psychology
Christopher R. Wynn, Political Science
Tayler Winter Yamasaki, Psychology
Haeliee Yoon, Interdisciplinary Studies-Multidisciplinary Studies
Stephanie Yoxen, English
Robin Yuan, English
Giana Zamiri, English
Karina Zanabria, Psychology
Cynthia Alicia Zavala, Psychology
Mariya Borisova Zlateva, English
Taiyler Jo Zubia, Spanish for the Professions
Michelle Zuniga, English

Monilisa Aquino, Nursing
Brittany Anne Archer, Nursing
Jhoanna Marie Arsulo, Nursing
Jamie Leah Ramos Badiola, Nursing (Cum Laude)
Jun Hee Bae, Nursing
Austin E. Barry, Nursing
Jasmine Emritanito Basug, Nursing
Elmer Gayle Nadura Bautista, Nursing
Mary Addelidi De Ocampo Bayot, Nursing (Cum Laude)
Taylor Autumn Beam, Nursing
Maria Caitlan Dizon Bongolan, Nursing
Daphne Kimberly Brillantes, Nursing
Kyrsen Breedan Brown, Nursing
Matthew Lance Santos Burgos, Nursing
Christine Carla Cabuay, Nursing (Summa Cum Laude)
Carl Joshua Ledda Canto, Nursing
Bailee Renae Carmody, Nursing
Jacques J. Carticeno, Nursing
Raina Jean Cavanaugh, Nursing
Andreina M. Celedon, Nursing
Kory Charlot, Nursing
Michael G. Chartand, Nursing
Allison Paige Chinchuck, Nursing
Jesse Sungmin Cho, Nursing
Jessica J. Colwell, Nursing (Cum Laude)
Ernest James Coney III, Nursing (Summa Cum Laude)
Christian Louis Domingo Coronel, Nursing
Cyril Keith Estrellado Cruz, Nursing
Patricia Ang Cruz, Nursing
Nigel Reece Cutting, Nursing
Ryan Carl Mesa Dela Cruz, Nursing (Magna Cum Laude)
Mabelyn Delgado, Nursing
Tiffany Shane Buenafior Detablan, Nursing (Magna Cum Laude)
University Honors
Taylor Paige Diaz, Nursing
Keisha Ibay Dionisio, Nursing
Reyna Rosario Dominguez, Nursing (Cum Laude)
Janessa Rose Dudley, Nursing
Alexis Rene Dunne, Nursing
Halie Nicole Earl, Nursing
Jaden Nickelene Ernest, Nursing (Magna Cum Laude)
Kenneth Lemon Estimos, Nursing
Sabrina Marie Fairfoot, Nursing
Katie Ann Fetter, Nursing
Katlyn Marie Flores, Nursing
Miguel Franco Termulo Fontillas, Nursing (Cum Laude)
Catherine Elizabeth Franke, Nursing (Cum Laude)
Cindy Fuentes, Nursing
Nicoletta Ann Giangrande, Nursing (Summa Cum Laude)
Alex Gonzalez, Nursing
Genevieve Ermita Gonzalo, Nursing
Taylor Lyn Gubler, Nursing

School of Nursing

Bachelor of Science
Rossybel Aberle, Nursing (Cum Laude)
Aaron Christianson Abuam, Nursing
Bernadette Noelle Acosta, Nursing
Faith Kuleileahoa Aguinalo, Nursing
Marinaja Santos Aguirre, Nursing
Britney Alciso, Nursing
Eric Troy Alexander, Nursing (Cum Laude)
Daenille Marie Borja Amandor, Nursing
Maria Isabela Amy, Nursing
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Erin Marie Hall, Nursing (Summa Cum Laude)
Nathalie Hernandez, Nursing (Summa Cum Laude)
Katherine Joan Hoffman, Nursing (Magna Cum Laude)
Francesca Ann Howard, Nursing (Cum Laude)
Luiz Mario Ilano Jr., Nursing
Nicka Dea Salvacion Jayme, Nursing
Diana Eun Young Jensen, Nursing
Brandon K. Juan-Ringor, Nursing
Alyana Aesha Macahillas Kabiling, Nursing
Johaness Blaine Kavinta, Nursing
Joanna Kei, Nursing
Eli Kroytoro, Nursing
Hamin Kwon, Nursing
Duyanh P. Lam, Nursing
Ashley Michelle Lammela, Nursing
Mikayla Marie Lang, Nursing
Keirsten Ashley Ancheta Lara, Nursing
Michael Keonho Lee, Nursing
Malina Antonio Lewis, Nursing
Leilani Marie Lintiaco, Nursing
Jazmin A. Lopez, Nursing (Summa Cum Laude)
Kevin N. Luu, Nursing
Andrea Luz Magana, Nursing
Rikki Mae De Rama Mamangun, Nursing
Grace Marielle Lelina Manago, Nursing
Maria Elena Mandujano, Nursing
Michelle Simbulan Mar, Nursing
Rannelle Jazzlene McCoy, Nursing
Bryan Emmanuel Medina, Nursing
Samantha Dana De Jesus Migalang, Nursing (Magna Cum Laude)
Katelyn Murray, Nursing
Jhazmin Agatep, Healthcare Administration
Bassma N. Ali, Healthcare Administration
Janan Apple, Healthcare Administration
Daniela Barrera, Healthcare Administration
Regina Michelle Boston, Public Health (Magna Cum Laude)
Elisa Elizabeth Broyles, Healthcare Administration
Martika J’Anna Burton, Healthcare Administration
Jesus Adonis Castillo, Public Health (Magna Cum Laude)
Claudia Geraldine Castro, Healthcare Administration
Stephanie Rashana Chung, Public Health
Tejanae D. Collins, Healthcare Administration
Edrienne Grace Trinidad del Rosario, Healthcare Administration
Anna P. Delgadillo, Public Health
Joshua Dizon Dizon, Healthcare Administration
Noelle Do, Healthcare Administration
Brad M. Domingo, Healthcare Administration
Abigail Ann Esmurdoc, Public Health
Risa Federico, Public Health
Monika A. Fiandra, Healthcare Administration
Daniela Flores Bello, Public Health
Bre’Asia Nicole Fore, Healthcare Administration
Sedona S. Frankel, Healthcare Administration & Public Health
Michael James Garcia, Healthcare Administration
Antonio G. Gering, Healthcare Administration
Segen Tesfu Goitom, Public Health
Annakay P. Hutchinson, Healthcare Administration
Belda J. Jittprasert, Healthcare Administration
Alanna Rayann Johnson, Healthcare Administration
June Hee Kim, Healthcare Administration

School of Public Health

Bachelor of Science

Jhazmin Agatep, Healthcare Administration
Bassma N. Ali, Healthcare Administration
Janan Apple, Healthcare Administration
Daniela Barrera, Healthcare Administration
Regina Michelle Boston, Public Health (Magna Cum Laude)
Elisa Elizabeth Broyles, Healthcare Administration
Martika J’Anna Burton, Healthcare Administration
Jesus Adonis Castillo, Public Health (Magna Cum Laude)
Claudia Geraldine Castro, Healthcare Administration
Stephanie Rashana Chung, Public Health
Tejanae D. Collins, Healthcare Administration
Edrienne Grace Trinidad del Rosario, Healthcare Administration
Anna P. Delgadillo, Public Health
Joshua Dizon Dizon, Healthcare Administration
Noelle Do, Healthcare Administration
Brad M. Domingo, Healthcare Administration
Abigail Ann Esmurdoc, Public Health
Risa Federico, Public Health
Monika A. Fiandra, Healthcare Administration
Daniela Flores Bello, Public Health
Bre’Asia Nicole Fore, Healthcare Administration
Sedona S. Frankel, Healthcare Administration & Public Health
Michael James Garcia, Healthcare Administration
Antonio G. Gering, Healthcare Administration
Segen Tesfu Goitom, Public Health
Annakay P. Hutchinson, Healthcare Administration
Belda J. Jittprasert, Healthcare Administration
Alanna Rayann Johnson, Healthcare Administration
June Hee Kim, Healthcare Administration
Amy Lee, Healthcare Administration
Alondra Isabel Lozano, Healthcare Administration
Dustin Mallqui, Healthcare Administration
Mila Masiuk, Healthcare Administration
Roland Manlangit Nieves, Healthcare Administration
Chidera Njoku, Public Health
Julianne Ballesteros Ocampo, Healthcare Administration
Maraya Alyssa Peña, Healthcare Administration
Amanda Paige Quintana, Healthcare Administration
Rodley H. Ramirez, Healthcare Administration
Tayler N. Romprey, Healthcare Administration
Skylar Shamala Sathiayaseelan, Healthcare Administration
Monique Yvonne Antoinette Schmitt, Healthcare Administration (Cum Laude)
Maira Covina Sermeno, Healthcare Administration
Cassandra Serna, Public Health (Magna Cum Laude)
Daniel John Skurski, Healthcare Administration
Alyssa Thompson, Public Health
Arisha Nasir Tufail, Healthcare Administration (Magna Cum Laude)
Annah Stephania Varricchio, Healthcare Administration (Cum Laude)
Amia Lauren Yabut, Healthcare Administration
Jerson Jahir Zarate, Healthcare Administration
Jose Avila Perez, Mathematics
Nicholas A. Baggs, Mathematics
Douglas Tyler Bailey, Biological Sciences
Rachel Renee Balcerak, Biological Sciences (Magna Cum Laude)
Ronaldo Bandek, Biological Sciences
Matthew Christopher Barilieux, Biological Sciences
Bridget Erin Barnhart, Mathematics
Daniel Jared Barnhurst, Mathematics
Jackson Bauer, Mathematics
Luis Becerra-Hernandez, Chemistry (Cum Laude) University Honors
Eric Becerril-Blas, Mathematics & Physics
Elizabeth Marine Benitez, Biological Sciences
Abenet Asrat Biruk, Biological Sciences
Leon Kyle Gonzales Boyles, Biological Sciences
Hadash Kahsay Brhan, Biological Sciences
Alyssa Nhi Bui, Biological Sciences
Inola Cabatu, Earth & Environmental Science
Amiel Christopher Cardenas, Biological Sciences
Jonathan Carrera, Chemistry
Luis Alfonso Carrillo, Biological Sciences
Alexander Castaneda, Biological Sciences
Adrianna Dina Castellanos, Biological Sciences
Kyleen Castro, Biological Sciences
Andreina M. Celedon, Biological Sciences
Tsz Ying Chan, Biochemistry
Deanna Sudberg Chea, Biological Sciences (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Tiffany Chen, Biological Sciences (Magna Cum Laude)
Robert Frank Clabaugh III, Mathematics
Jeffrey Alan Cloninger, Physics
Brooke Charee Cole, Biological Sciences
Kelsey Renee Coleman, Biological Sciences
Thomas Matthew Conibear, Physics
Victor Manuel Contreras, Biological Sciences
Cheyenne Coombs, Biochemistry
Lyra Kianna Guillermo Corporuz, Biological Sciences
Jenny Diem Chi Dang, Biological Sciences
Blake Robert Day, Biological Sciences
Jennifer Ai Decker, Biological Sciences
Vanessa Devora-Andrade, Biological Sciences
Kathrine Elizabeth Devries, Mathematics
Felipe DeJesus Diaz, Biological Sciences
Luz Nayely Diaz-Ontiveros, Biological Sciences
Presley E. Duggan, Biological Sciences
James Cragun Dyer, Earth & Environmental Science
Angelica Eagle, Biological Sciences
Yousef Eddib, Mathematics
Dheena Marie Ebuen Elayda, Biological Sciences
Pauline Martinez Eliseeff, Biological Sciences
Katerina Emelioukova, Biological Sciences

College of Sciences

Bachelor of Arts
Karlee E. Halshaw, Mathematics
Oscar Mui, Mathematics (Magna Cum Laude)
Asia Jade Watanabe, Mathematics (Cum Laude) University Honors

Bachelor of Science
Sarah Shamim Aamer, Biological Sciences (Cum Laude) University Honors
Joelle Ramez Abdul-Massih, Biological Sciences
Karen Agarorian, Biological Sciences (Summa Cum Laude)
Alejandro Aguayo-Flores, Biological Sciences (Cum Laude)
Rula M. Al Mukhtar, Biological Sciences
Dorian Alexie, Biological Sciences
Marc Vincent Borja Amandoron, Biological Sciences, University Honors
Jett Justin De Guzman Angeles, Biological Sciences (Cum Laude) University Honors
Gabriella-Katrina Larican Anico, Biological Sciences
Norma Arellano, Mathematics
Ronaldos Andres Ascano, Mathematics
Rita Assad, Mathematics
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Laisgret Escalante, Biological Sciences
Ali Farid, Biological Sciences
Megan Farrell, Biological Sciences
Farah Naaz Feda, Biological Sciences
Michael E. Finkle, Biochemistry
Shaik Firdhos, Biological Sciences
Jeremiah Robert Foley, Physics
Jessica Freely, Biological Sciences
Kolton Fudge, Earth & Environmental Science
Darian Gambetta, Biological Sciences
Jessica Miroslava Godinez Paredes, Biological Sciences
Mirabella Matias Gonzales, Biological Sciences
Mengfei Gu, Mathematics
Richard Gu, Biochemistry
Capri A. Hackett, Biological Sciences
Sandy Mimla Haneefzai, Biological Sciences
Marie Hashitani, Biological Sciences (Magna Cum Laude)
University Honors
Chet Oliver Hendrickx, Earth & Environmental Science
Brianna Hernandez, Biological Sciences
Eddy Alejandro Hernandez, Biological Sciences
Julio Hernandez Silva, Biological Sciences
Andy Koon-Fai Ho, Biological Sciences (Summa Cum Laude)
Hannah Rebecca Hoffman, Biological Sciences
Lauren Violet Holm, Earth & Environmental Science
Mackenna Anne Howard, Earth & Environmental Science
Keno David Hsueh, Biological Sciences
Austin Tyler Jacobs, Biological Sciences
Brooke Ashley Jacobs-Harlan, Mathematics
Tamkanat Murtaza Jalal, Biological Sciences
Serena Nicole Jefferson, Biological Sciences
Natalie K. Johns, Biochemistry (Magna Cum Laude) University & Research and Creative Honors
Allisyn Rae Johnson, Mathematics
Jessica Lynn Johnson, Biological Sciences
Yi - Ting Kao, Biological Sciences
Stephanie Marie Karl, Biological Sciences
Hannan Khan, Biological Sciences
Nicholas Lawrence Kolch, Biological Sciences
Priyambda Kumra, Biological Sciences
Andy Alexander Landaverde, Biological Sciences
Alejandra Jean Larranaga, Biological Sciences
Ka Hyun Lee, Biological Sciences
Lisa Lee, Biological Sciences
Roland Nicolas Leyson, Biological Sciences (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Summer Yeh-Hua Lin, Biological Sciences
Torri Ann Long, Biological Sciences (Cum Laude) University & Research and Creative Honors
Heaven Marina Lucero, Biological Sciences
Brandon Chi Ly, Biological Sciences (Cum Laude) University Honors
Molly Thanh Ly, Biological Sciences
Alex Madani, Biological Sciences
Lauren Elizabeth Marcos, Biological Sciences
Paige Michele Mcfarland, Biological Sciences
Megan Lu Melocoton, Biological Sciences
Exenia Merritt, Mathematics
Janessa Montenegro, Biological Sciences
Krysthal Morales, Biological Sciences
Guadalupe Moreno-Ceballos, Biological Sciences
Martha Emely Mundo, Biological Sciences
Gabrielle Allegria Murad, Biological Sciences
Elyssa Manuela Muro, Biochemistry, University Honors
Tomas Nava-Virrey, Mathematics
Uyen Bao Ngo, Biological Sciences
Joshua Ezaria Nona, Biochemistry
Omar Noori, Biological Sciences (Cum Laude)
Jerald Joseph Novero, Biological Sciences (Cum Laude) University Honors
Jayla E. Olson, Biochemistry, University Honors
Angie E. Ortiz-Zapien, Biological Sciences
Robert Paul Padilla, Biological Sciences (Cum Laude)
Brandon Rabara Pagao, Mathematics
Maria Rosa Palacios-Trujillo, Physics
Henry Taiwoong Park, Biological Sciences & Mathematics, University Honors
Ma Edriana Pedraja, Biochemistry
Grace K. Petrykowski, Biological Sciences
Jarawan Phonchat, Biological Sciences
Candace Alexis Quinn, Biological Sciences
Carly Ann Quintana, Biological Sciences
Maria gracia Quiros, Biological Sciences
Kemle Ramos, Biological Sciences
Stacey Reyes, Biological Sciences
Amber Rivera, Biological Sciences (Cum Laude) University Honors
Matthew Hunter Rubinstein, Biological Sciences
Dan Levi Ruiz, Biological Sciences
Daisy Sahagun, Biological Sciences
Nancy Salazar-Velasco, Biological Sciences
Elaine Sanchez, Earth & Environmental Science
Jocelyn Sanchez, Biological Sciences
Laura E. Sandoval, Biological Sciences
Angelee Kate Santaren, Biological Sciences
Clark Jay Astrera Santidad, Biological Sciences
Dean L. Sayre Jr., Physics
Daniel Schacher, Physics
Kelly Seeley, Chemistry
Alejandro Serru-Rivera, Biological Sciences
Daylin Sigler, Biological Sciences
Andrea N. Simpson, Biological Sciences
Aldina Smajic, Earth & Environmental Science
Eric Michael Smith, Biological Sciences
Camille Anne Solla, Biochemistry
Matthew B. Styck, Biological Sciences
Leila Tajalli, Biological Sciences
Calida Tam, Biological Sciences, University Honors
Adrian Terrazas, Biological Sciences
Jiaxin Tian, Biological Sciences
Brittany Alysson Toca, Geology
Samantha Rose Todd, Mathematics
Arsen Mike Topchyan, Biological Sciences
Silva Topchyan, Biological Sciences
Oscar Andres Toro, Biological Sciences
Kimberly Guadalupe Torres, Biological Sciences
Davis Dat Thanh Tran, Biochemistry
Trevor H. Tseu, Biological Sciences, University Honors
Maxene Jewel Vergonia-Fehlman, Biological Sciences
Nicholas James Wilson, Physics (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Simon Wong, Biological Sciences
Meghan Wood, Biological Sciences
Anna Yang, Biological Sciences
Louie Jerry Zendejas, Biological Sciences

Greenspun College of Urban Affairs

Bachelor of Arts
Matthew Adams, Criminal Justice
Paula Margarita Aguirre, Criminal Justice
Colton B. Akin, Communication Studies
Mireya Divina Alvarez, Criminal Justice
Patrick Ryan Viray Andes, Journalism & Media Studies
Maria Cristina Anguiano, Criminal Justice
Jonah Thomas Antonio, Communication Studies
Suzette Arellano, Journalism & Media Studies (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Adrienne Nicole Arlt, Communication Studies
Jazzmin Rayn Avalos, Criminal Justice
Daniel L. Avila, Journalism & Media Studies
Daniela Avila, Communication Studies
Grace Soyoung Bae, Criminal Justice
Christopher Bahnan, Criminal Justice
Cara Bree Ballew, Criminal Justice (Magna Cum Laude)
Stefan Michael Bard, Communication Studies
Erica Natalie Barr, Criminal Justice
Brian Matthew Berry, Journalism & Media Studies
Hannah Grace-Nichole Beutel, Criminal Justice
Trent Austin Bixby, Journalism & Media Studies
Brooke Lauren Blackwell, Criminal Justice
Natalie Bonilla, Criminal Justice
Lorna Booze, Communication Studies
Jason Borkhuis, Communication Studies
Jacob D. Brothers, Journalism & Media Studies
Mariella Mercedes Bueno, Communication Studies
Jolyonn Holly Burchstead, Criminal Justice (Magna Cum Laude)
Christopher Garreth Byrd Jr., Criminal Justice
Tonja Caddell, Criminal Justice
Sijia Cai, Communication Studies
Jannelle A. Calderon, Journalism & Media Studies
Taylor Paige Campese, Criminal Justice
Matilde Carrasco, Criminal Justice
Aaliyah Marie Carter, Criminal Justice
Destyni Lynn Casares, Journalism & Media Studies (Cum Laude)
Jason Domenick Catania, Criminal Justice
Shuqiao Chen, Criminal Justice
Amber Chesebro, Communication Studies
Jenika C. Chiang, Journalism & Media Studies
Haram Cho, Criminal Justice
Andrea Dalim Chung, Communication Studies
Erika Renee Church, Communication Studies
Tanaeyah Lyn Clay, Communication Studies
Samantha Rachel Cobbett, Journalism & Media Studies
Travis W. Cochran, Communication Studies
Taylor Noel Colen, Criminal Justice (Summa Cum Laude)
Mya Isabelle Delacruz Constantino, Journalism & Media Studies
Caroline Joy Cook, Journalism & Media Studies
Gustavo Covarrubias Garcia, Communication Studies (Magna Cum Laude)
Ivy R. Craft, Journalism & Media Studies
Hanalei Joy Ignacio Cruz, Communication Studies
ToniAnn Sophia D’Abraccio, Criminal Justice
Ganiyu O. Dauda Jr, Communication Studies
Aaron Alexander Davis, Communication Studies
Ian Patrick Davis, Communication Studies
Thomas Noel Davis, Criminal Justice
Victor Leo Dela Cruz, Criminal Justice
Carolyn Delcid, Criminal Justice
Olivia Constance Denue, Criminal Justice (Cum Laude)
Ashly Eida Dickinson, Journalism & Media Studies
Deanne Amber Dimatulac, Communication Studies
Bradley Matthew Doerpinghaus, Criminal Justice
Rolando Dominguez, Criminal Justice
David C. Edwards, Criminal Justice
Ramón W. Elizondo-Corona, Journalism & Media Studies
Ronalli Sarah Enriquez, Journalism & Media Studies
Jestenie G. Escobar-Vides, Journalism & Media Studies
River Rachel Espeleta, Journalism & Media Studies
Samantha Fabela Andaya, Journalism & Media Studies
Lorpu Farmah, Criminal Justice
Kera Farmer, Criminal Justice
Catalina Favela, Criminal Justice
Brianna Fayerverger, Journalism & Media Studies
Jon Nicholas Ferrari, Criminal Justice
Ashley Ariadna Figueroa, Criminal Justice
Exsayana Isabel Flores, Journalism & Media Studies
Latoria Fox-Lightner, Journalism & Media Studies
Charlai Joye Francis, Criminal Justice
Carlisha Freeman, Journalism & Media Studies
Taylor Kauanoeaunuha Gabriel-Remigio, Journalism & Media Studies
Itzel Del Carmen Gallegos, Criminal Justice (Magna Cum Laude)
Javier Gamboa, Criminal Justice
Azusena Margarita Gaspar, Criminal Justice
Donnette Aliyah Gayle, Communication Studies
Mercedes Sima Gedalia, Criminal Justice
Austin Anthony Gee, Criminal Justice
Carlee Lynn Gettman, Journalism & Media Studies
Michael Allen Gilmore, Criminal Justice
Angelo Joseph Giordano, Communication Studies
Trevor Dennis Scott Glisson, Journalism & Media Studies, University Honors
Daniel Anthony Godfrey, Criminal Justice
Miranda J. Gomez, Criminal Justice
Nathalie Odalys Gomez, Criminal Justice
Marckell Xavier Grayson, Criminal Justice
Meghan Elizabeth Greene, Communication Studies
Justin Michael Griego, Criminal Justice
Katie Griffiths, Communication Studies
Francis Ferdinand Guese, Journalism & Media Studies
Maria Victoria Gutierrez Cuenca, Criminal Justice
Connie Viola Guyton, Criminal Justice
Derek Scott Hegna, Journalism & Media Studies (Magna Cum Laude) University Honors
Josephine Deborah Hendry, Journalism & Media Studies
Ernesto Antonio Hernandez Cortez, Criminal Justice
Briana Maria Herrera, Journalism & Media Studies
Fernando Cadena Herrera, Criminal Justice
Sierra Sue Hickey, Communication Studies
Briana Hicks, Journalism & Media Studies
Jordan Tyler Hijar, Criminal Justice
Trevor Michael Hollick, Criminal Justice
Michael Hollingsworth, Criminal Justice
Trendolyn Renee Hopkins, Communication Studies
Arianna Hunt, Criminal Justice
Bailie Rebecca Hunt, Journalism & Media Studies
Lauren Ashley Hyde, Journalism & Media Studies
William Andrew Jenkofsky, Journalism & Media Studies
Jeff William Jens, Journalism & Media Studies
Edgar Omar Johnser Arguello, Criminal Justice
Adrian Johnson, Criminal Justice
Justin Michael Johnson, Communication Studies
Margo E. Johnson, Criminal Justice
Michala Johnson, Communication Studies
Alexandra Nicole Jones, Communication Studies
Christian Kyle Jones, Communication Studies
Christopher Ivory Jones, Criminal Justice
Kaitlynn Jones, Criminal Justice
Kennedy C. Jones, Journalism & Media Studies
Armed Kadriu, Criminal Justice
Rohini Kailey, Criminal Justice
Kayla Marie Kalisz, Criminal Justice
Shany Kanfi, Communication Studies
Chungbom Kirk Katayama, Communication Studies
Joshua J. Kephart, Communication Studies
Kevin W. Kientopf, Criminal Justice
Christine Yuri Kim, Criminal Justice
Hunter Kirsch, Criminal Justice
Tyler Kitrel, Criminal Justice
Darren Klasna, Criminal Justice
Sarah J. Kocur, Journalism & Media Studies
Derek Krueger, Journalism & Media Studies
Kailey Machelle Lambert, Criminal Justice
Alexandria Lamti, Criminal Justice
Estefania Lara, Criminal Justice
Jennifer Lara-Zone, Communication Studies
Diamond A. Larson, Criminal Justice
Rocio Elizabeth Leal, Criminal Justice (Cum Laude)
Hannah Joyce Leavitt, Journalism & Media Studies
Joshua Troy Lee, Communication Studies
Kyrstena Meshae Lee, Criminal Justice
Alexis Sinclair Lena, Criminal Justice
Liberty Ann-Conway Leon-Guerrero, Criminal Justice
Jaalah Marchae Rose Lewis, Communication Studies
Melanie Joy Lippman, Criminal Justice
Skarleth Arellano Lopez, Criminal Justice
Jacob Tyler Loveless, Criminal Justice
Charlene Lubang, Journalism & Media Studies
Oscar Lukaszewsky, Criminal Justice
Jekari Rai Lynch, Communication Studies
Miguel Armando Magallon, Communication Studies
Dontai Manivong, Criminal Justice
Samantha R. Mann, Journalism & Media Studies
Azariah Tashaun Manning, Journalism & Media Studies
David Fredrick Joseph Martin, Criminal Justice
Thomas E. Martin III, Criminal Justice
Corine Martinez, Communication Studies
Samantha Matias, Criminal Justice
Dennis Matsushima, Criminal Justice
Justin Lee Mcbride, Journalism & Media Studies
Sarah Jessica McDonald, Criminal Justice
Madison Brianna McHenry, Journalism & Media Studies
Kalee Denise McLeod, Communication Studies
Danielle McLin, Journalism & Media Studies
Cindy Melendez, Journalism & Media Studies
Christopher Metran, Criminal Justice
Brittney Alba Metzger, Journalism & Media Studies
Zair Meza, Criminal Justice
Dana Elaine M. Middleton, Communication Studies
Dakota Dean Miller, Communication Studies, University Honors
Noelle Miller, Criminal Justice
Christian Tariq Minor, Criminal Justice
Shatoya Mitchell, Criminal Justice
Amani Akilah Moore, Criminal Justice
Josue Arturo Morales, Criminal Justice
Nicole A. Morales, Criminal Justice
Madeson K. Moritz, Journalism & Media Studies
Erika Mosqueda-Mancilla, Criminal Justice
Savanna Rose Mote, Communication Studies
Tinea-Shay R. Mundy, Criminal Justice
Savannah R. Murinchack, Criminal Justice (Magna Cum Laude)
Mohammed Yunus Nabi, Journalism & Media Studies
Catherine Sunkyung Neilan, Journalism & Media Studies
Daniel Nevarez, Criminal Justice
Daniel Kristofer New, Criminal Justice
Billy T. Nguyen, Criminal Justice
Michael Ifeanyi Nnebe Jr., Communication Studies
Shane Michael O'Brien, Communication Studies
John K. Oderon, Journalism & Media Studies
Trevor Keaton Okeson, Communication Studies
Jennifer Ornelas, Criminal Justice (Cum Laude)
Esmeralda Orozco, Criminal Justice
Paige Marie Ostlie, Criminal Justice
Lucas Jackson Osuna, Journalism & Media Studies
Bryce Loren Mendoza Palafox, Journalism & Media Studies
(Magna Cum Laude)
Amber Patfi, Communication Studies
Ashley Louise Palya, Journalism & Media Studies
Andre Angelo Littaua Paraiso, Journalism & Media Studies
Anthony M. Pascone, Journalism & Media Studies
Bryan David Pennington, Criminal Justice
Walter Pereira, Journalism & Media Studies
Athziri Iridian Perez, Criminal Justice
Monserrat Perez, Criminal Justice
Seleste Perez, Criminal Justice
Tyler Randall Perry, Journalism & Media Studies (Cum Laude)
Ryan Pesak, Communication Studies
Denisse Ponce, Communication Studies
Ashley Pourghahreman, Criminal Justice
Ronald Jethro Punzalan, Journalism & Media Studies
Guojing Qin, Criminal Justice
Diana Martha Ramirez, Journalism & Media Studies
Miriam Ramirez, Criminal Justice
Tiana Marie Rashada, Communication Studies
Sabria T. Reid, Journalism & Media Studies
Amanda Marie Reyes, Journalism & Media Studies
Margarita Reyes, Criminal Justice
Pauline Kyle Mag-isa Reyes, Criminal Justice
Tahnee Chanelle Riddick, Journalism & Media Studies
Karla Sofia Rios, Criminal Justice
Parshae Ja'ny Robateau, Journalism & Media Studies
Alexa Chanel Rodriguez, Criminal Justice
Karina Rodriguez Ballaga, Criminal Justice
Marlyn Sarkissian-Sarnani, Journalism & Media Studies
Grace Gaileen Sarkoyan, Journalism & Media Studies
Dominic Schatzan, Journalism & Media Studies
Madisyn Jade Schaus, Criminal Justice
Rhiannon Schleichardt, Criminal Justice
Adam Schnurstein, Journalism & Media Studies
Tyler Schurr, Journalism & Media Studies
Angel Yoneko Shimizu, Journalism & Media Studies
Esequiel J. Sierra, Criminal Justice
Andrew Steven Silva, Criminal Justice
Austin Lloyd Silva, Criminal Justice
Braxton Cruz Silva, Criminal Justice
Andrea Lee Mangio Simbulan, Journalism & Media Studies
Jesse Anothy Simone, Communication Studies
Herman Imanuel Smith, Communication Studies
Daniel Patrick Smyth, Journalism & Media Studies
Raquan J. Snead, Communication Studies
Jennifer Ariana Solano, Criminal Justice
Garrett Lee Spitzmesser, Criminal Justice
Edward Leslie Stevens Jr., Criminal Justice
Madison Ann Sullivan, Journalism & Media Studies
Johnny Li Sun, Criminal Justice
Timothy Rex Sweeney, Communication Studies
Madison Noel Swenson, Communication Studies
Jessica Deane Taylor, Criminal Justice
Julieana B. Tella, Communication Studies
Summer S. Thomad, Journalism & Media Studies
Jessica Marie Tindor, Communication Studies
Anne Eunice M. Tiu, Criminal Justice
Tamlyn Tokuda, Criminal Justice
Angel Gabriel Torres, Criminal Justice
Jose Luis Torres, Criminal Justice
Tamra Trainer, Criminal Justice
Kennedy Brianna Trotter-Penn, Criminal Justice
Shelby Ray Tyson, Communication Studies
Karla Ugalde, Criminal Justice
Isabel Ureno, Criminal Justice
Carla Berenice Uribe, Criminal Justice
Jann Gabriel Uy Valeza, Criminal Justice
Alicia Esmeralda Vega, Criminal Justice
Alicia Lisette Velez, Criminal Justice
Ryan Edward Vogelei, Criminal Justice
Kim M. Vroman, Communication Studies (Cum Laude)
Julie Walters, Communication Studies
Hope Elizabeth Watson, Communication Studies (Cum Laude)
Jonas Christopher Watt, Criminal Justice
Miranda Aylese Webster, Journalism & Media Studies
James Edward West III, Communication Studies
Kassidy Nicole Whetstone, Criminal Justice (Magna Cum Laude)
University Honors
Cynthia Elain Wibowo, Criminal Justice
Bailey Marie Wicht, Criminal Justice
Gabrielle Maria Wilczynski, Criminal Justice
Rayshawn Ramone Williams, Criminal Justice
Xavier Lamonte Williams, Communication Studies
Gregory Morris Wilson Jr., Communication Studies
Darryl Craig Wyatt Jr., Criminal Justice
Ashly Marie Arsonal Yamat, Criminal Justice
Chauncie Poi Hing Yu, Communication Studies

Bachelor of Science
Trevon Barnes, Urban Studies
James Dominick Boyer Jr., Urban Studies
Darius S. Cole, Urban Studies
Benjamin Alonzo Coupet II, Urban Studies
Danielle Cox, Urban Studies
Marla Carolyn Crisostomo Gargontos, Urban Studies
Demitrious Terrell Gibbs, Urban Studies
Heidi Lynn Golden, Urban Studies
Amanda Lewis Goldfarb, Urban Studies
Amauri Jeremiah Hardy, Urban Studies
James Columbus Hughes III, Urban Studies
Samantha Ashley Malone, Urban Studies
Danielle Lynn Moody, Urban Studies
Josue Arturo Morales, Urban Studies
Kyle Anthony Moses, Urban Studies
Clementina Ortega Perez, Urban Studies
Armani Lee Rogers, Urban Studies
Sarah Ann Sanes, Urban Studies
Leslie Scott, Urban Studies
Taylor Dean Thompson, Urban Studies
Vic Anthony Viramontes II, Urban Studies
Jordon Dallas Williamson, Urban Studies
Paul Junyong Yang, Urban Studies (Cum Laude)
Carlyn Blayne Zygmond, Urban Studies

Bachelor of Social Work
Ahdriana Abuliel, Social Work (Summa Cum Laude)
Leslie A. Arellanos, Social Work
Stephanie Yamileth Aviles Solano, Social Work
Cecilia Bautista, Social Work
Angela Gomez Becerra, Social Work
Johanna Raquel Butler, Social Work
Kandall Chey Dietz, Social Work (Cum Laude)
Malena Ann DiMaggio, Social Work
Thomas R. Dingolo, Social Work
Susan E. Franzese, Social Work
Stephanie Galvan, Social Work
Madelyn G. Gegen, Social Work
La’Quita Danielle Hampton, Social Work
Elise Hash, Social Work
Nhoree Ann Heath, Social Work (Cum Laude)
Pritpal Kaur Heera, Social Work
Haley Jensen, Social Work
Katelyn Mali Laurente, Social Work
Angelica Faye Alcantara Mayor, Social Work (Magna Cum Laude)
University Honors
Alexis Millius-Pretak, Social Work
Winnie Eric Nasuwa, Social Work
Shadarier Rancher, Social Work
Ariana Louise Reyes, Social Work
Elizabeth Lourdes Rupisan, Social Work (Cum Laude)
Sarhonda Blanche Shannon-French, Social Work (Magna Cum Laude)
Allysia Steward, Social Work
Celestina Renae Tarin, Social Work
Shelbi Teska, Social Work
La Kesha Thomas, Social Work
Stephanie Kay Valdez, Social Work
Bryant Keith Vaughn, Social Work
Samantha Rae Whitten, Social Work
Rayshawn Ramone Williams, Social Work
UNLV COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE

Sam Fugazzotto, Chair
Larry Henley, Creative Director
Kevin Coburn, Thomas & Mack
Mike Newcomb, Thomas & Mack
Tony Allen
Michelle Bruner
Valarie Burke
Rosita Chapman
Katy Griffin
Susan Ochoa
Bill Robinson
Cheryl Tillotson
Fred Tredup
Ariana Turiansky
Ashley Weckesser
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The University of Nevada, Las Vegas is proud to honor those who have served in the Armed Forces. Below is a list of veterans who are graduating.

**ARMY**

Nathaniel Alexander
Tracie Allaire
Getachew Ashenafi
Jazzmin Avalos
Aaron Barton
Jaymes Bell
Michael Carnahan
Kellon Davis
Rolando Dominguez

Pauline Eliseeff
Meagen Evans
Chaz Fernandez
Kyle Fife
Caitlyn Forney
Hubert Hetmanczyk
Jessica Hines
William Knudsen
Jemel Lewis

Ashle Love
Kevin Luu
Erinlyn Macalma
Nathaniel Martin
Robert Padilla
Vinh Pham
Joseph Puentes
Eliott Rivera
Lauren Salazar

Dominic Schatzan
Jacob Summey
Nicholas Tuason
Darlington Ugboh
Francis Vogt
Charles War
Rachael Wiltshire
Greyson Winkelman

**NAVY**

Hunter Apke
Timothy Berglund
Jason Brick
Kyle Hastings

Eun Kim
Marcus Landfair
Harry Larson
Joseph Locsin

Michael Martinez
Robert Morris
Patti Smith
Elija West

Clayton Yeakley

**MARINE CORPS**

David Edwards
Diana Garcia
Antonio Gering
Adrian Johnson

Maria Elena Mandujano
Jonathan Mehrmann
Tyler Paraiso
Walter Pereira

Robert Somerville
Mark Stanley
Andre Thompson
Rayshawn Williams

Ernest Zacher

**AIR FORCE**

Latisha Banks
Sara Blouin
Lorna Booze
Jason Borkhuis
Regina Boston
Richard Contreras
Nicole Drennan
Adawn Fulks

James Hardy
Fernando Herrera
Andrew Ho
Michael Hollingsworth
Johnathan Jensen
Angelica Lash
Timothy Leonard
Charlene Lucero

Erick Maldonado
Alana Maurial-Tamunones
Ashby Mullin-Conant
Helena Otero
Joseph Protexter
Sarhonda Shannon-French
Benjamin Shear
Reginald Snow

Joshua Spear
Erica Thomas
Teddy Tolentino
Teresa Ulring
Jann Gabriel Valezas
Julia Vineyard

**COAST GUARD**

Roderick Bachmann
Andrea Simpson
HONORARY DEGREES 1964 TO PRESENT

1964  Frank S. Wartman  
      Doctor of Science
1965  Malcolm Love  
      Doctor of Laws
1966  Dean E. McHenry  
      Doctor of Laws
1967  Herbert E. Grier  
      Doctor of Science
      Lt. Gen. Frank T. Mildren  
      Doctor of Science
1968  Nevitt Sanford  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
1969  Francis H. Horn  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
1970  Bob Hope  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
1971  Howard W. Cannon  
      Doctor of Laws
      Del E. Webb  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
1972  David Bruce Dill  
      Doctor of Laws
1973  Bishop Joseph Green  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
      Gov. Mike O’Callaghan  
      Doctor of Laws
1974  No degree awarded
1975  Walker R. Young  
      Doctor of Science
1976  Frank Church  
      Doctor of Laws
      Frank Sinatra  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
1977  Herman M. Greenspun  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
1978  John C. Mowbray  
      Doctor of Laws
      Paul F. Sharp  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
1979  Bart J. Bok  
      Doctor of Science
      Paul Laxalt  
      Doctor of Laws
1980  Daniel J. Boorstin  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
      Wayne Newton  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
1981  Donald H. Baepler  
      Doctor of Science
      Frank Waters  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
1982  Lucile Bruner  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
      Rev. Caesar Caviglia  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
      Frank H. T. Rhodes  
      Doctor of Letters
      E. Parry Thomas  
      Doctor of Laws
      Charles Vanda  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
1983  Simcha Dinitz  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
      Major Gen. Robert E. Kelley  
      Doctor of Science
      Jerome Mack  
      Doctor of Laws
      Harry Wald  
      Doctors of Laws
1984  David P. Gardner  
      Doctor of Laws
      Jihan El-Sadat  
      Doctor of Letters
      Diana Ross  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
      John Theodore “Ted” Sanders  
      Doctor of Letters
      Major Gen. R. G. “Zack” Taylor  
      Doctor of Laws
1985  Marjorie A. Barrick  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
      Thomas T. Beam  
      Doctor of Science
      Joseph N. Crowley  
      Doctor of Letters
1986  William Boyd  
      Doctor of Laws
      Margaret Elardi  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
      Elaine Wynn  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
1987  Artemus W. Ham Jr.  
      Doctor of Laws
1988  James I. Gibson  
      Doctor of Laws
1989  J. A. Tiberti  
      Doctor of Laws
1990  Marvin Sedway  
      Doctor of Laws
1991  Steve Wynn  
      Doctor of Laws
1992  Christina Hixson  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
1993  Jean Nidetch  
      Doctor of Science
      Fred W. Smith  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
1994  Takatoshi Takemoto  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
      Claudine Williams  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
      Simon Zentner  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
1995  Kitty Rodman  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
      Richard Tam  
      Doctor of Laws
      Melvin B. Wolzinger  
      Doctor of Laws
1996  Brian Cram  
      Doctor of Education
      Robert Laxalt  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
### HONORARY DEGREES 1964 TO PRESENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Honoree</th>
<th>Degree Type</th>
<th>Honoree</th>
<th>Degree Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Stanley E. Fulton</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
<td>Denise Scott Brown</td>
<td>Doctor of Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
<td>Robert Venturi</td>
<td>Doctor of Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>General Colin L. Powell</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
<td>James E. Rogers</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Louis Wiener Jr.</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Anthony M. Marlon, M.D.</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
<td>William C. McCool</td>
<td>Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>(posthumously)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Anthony E. Zuiker</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Mikhail Gorbachev</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
<td>Joyce Mack</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Brian Lee Greenspun</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Miriam Adelson</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
<td>Carolyn G. Goodman</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Gary Loveman</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
<td>Robert L. Mendenhall</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Regent Thalia Dondero</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Andre Agassi</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Kirk Kerkorian</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td>Irwin Molasky</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Kenny C. Guinn</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td>Sarann Knight Preddy</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Edward J. Ted Quirk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Kagemasa Kozuki</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Joseph W. Brown</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
<td>Guy Fieri</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>James Christian</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td>Samuel S. Lionel</td>
<td>Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Fred B. Cox</td>
<td>Doctor of Science</td>
<td>Carol C. Harter</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Diana Bennett</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Theodore B. Lee</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Sheldon Adelson</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td>Ruby Duncan</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Sam Lieberman</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td>Harry Reid</td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>(posthumously)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**DISTINGUISHED NEVADAN AWARDS 1964 TO PRESENT**

1964  Robert B. Griffith
1965  Archie C. Grant
1966  Albert E. Cahan
       A. L. Scott
1967  Roger T. Foley
       J. Kell Houssels Sr.
       Bertha Ronzone
1968  Cyril O. Bastian
       Harriett G. Spann
       Clare W. Woodbury
1969  George E. Franklin Sr.
       Reed Whipple
1970  Leonard R. Fayle
       Sebastian Mikulich
       Richard F. Perkins
1971  Judy Bayley
       Woodrow Wilson
1972  James Cashman Jr.
       Juanita Greer White
1973  James I. Gibson
       Paul D. McDermott (posthumously)
       Mary L. Woitishek
1974  Alan Bible
       John F. Cahlan
1975  E. Parry Thomas
1976  Monsignor Thomas F. Collins
1977  Elton M. Garrett
       Oran Gragson
       Mabel W. Hoggard
1978  William W. Morris
       William Peccole
1979  B. Mahlon Brown
       Addelar Dell Guy
       Artemus W. Ham Jr.
1980  Ruthe Deskin
       William V. Wright
1981  Marion D. Bennett Sr.
       Ann Brewington
       Harley E. Harmon Sr.
1982  Marjorie A. Barrick
       Eileen Brookman
       Irwin Molasky
       Thomas T. Beam
1983  No award given
1984  Bob Brown (posthumously)
       Rosemary K. Clarke
       William G. Flangas
1985  William Boyd
       Donald M. Clark
       Fred Gibson Jr.
       John Moran
       J. A. Tiberti
1986  Florence Lee Jones Cahan
       (posthumously)
       Herbert McDonald
       John F. Mendoza
1987  Daniel F. Byron
       Charlotte Hill
       John H. Midby
       Vassili Sulich
       Joe Williams
1988  Roger D. Foley
       James A. Gay III
       Kenny C. Quinn
       Johnny A. Ribeiro Jr.
1989  Carolyn G. Goodman
       Philip G. Satre
       Fred W. Smith
1990  Reverend John J. McVeigh
       Claudine Williams
1991  Arturo Cambeiro (posthumously)
       R. Guild Gray
       Barbara Greenspun
       C. Kitty Rodman
       Eugene R. Warner
1992  Stanley E. Fulton
       John Goolsby
       Arthur Marshall
       Mildred Remy
       Jesse D. Scott
1993  Richard W. Bunker
       Mary "Mitzi" Hughes
       Louis Wiener Jr.
1994  Jerome Blankinship
       William T. White
1995  Robert T. Bigelow
       Jack Cason
       Thalia Dondero
1996  William Bennett
       James Cashman II (posthumously)
       Christina Hixon
       Grant Sawyer (posthumously)
1997  Donna Jo Andrress
       Robert Broadbent
       Dr. Jerry Cade
       Paul Christensen
       Brian Greenspun
1998  Ruby Duncan
       Wing and Lilly Fong
       Jean Ford
       Sandy Miller
       Rafael Vega
       Melvin Wolzinger
1999  Patricia Mulroy
       Milton I. Schwartz
       Stephen Wynn
       Elaine Wynn
2000  Alice Turner
       William Vassiliadis
2001  Elias Ghanem
       Wayne Newton
       Anthony Saville
2002  J. Terrence Lanni
       William U. Pearson
       James and Alice Smalley
2003  Tony Alamo Sr.
       William E. Martin
       Donald D. Snyder
2004  Siegfried Fischbacher
       and Roy Horn
       Madison B. Graves II
       M. Kent “Tim” Hafen
       Michael Kinnaird
       Glen Schaeffer
       Jerry Tarkanian
2005  Franny Forsman
       Jerry Keller
       Joseph M. Neal
2006  Leonard E. Goodall
       Marie E. Stever Daly
       McMillan
       Kevin Page
2007  Ralph L. Denton
       Sara P. Denton
       Philip J. Kohn, Esq.
       Paul C. Page
2008  Michael Gaughn
       Cathy Ray
       Edward D. Smith
       Bruce L. Woodbury
## DISTINGUISHED NEVADAN AWARDS 1964 To Present

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name (Company)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2009 | Ross Ralenkotter  
Jackie Robinson  
Larry Ruvo  
Linda Smith  
Alden Levi Stewart |
| 2010 | Sheldon and  
Miriam Adelson |
| 2010 | Jerry Bussell  
James “Bucky” Buchanan II  
(posthumously)  
Rev. Caesar J. Caviglia  
James Rogers |
| 2011 | Theron and Naomi Goynes  
Anna Lou Call Peterson  
Genevieve Segerblom  
Richard Bryan |
| 2012 | Carl Christensen  
Michael Goldberg (posthumously)  
Pat Lundall  
Bob Miller  
Rachakonda Prabhu |
| 2013 | William “Bob” &  
Anna L. Bailey  
Robert D. Fais  
Pastor Paul Goulet |
| 2014 | Monte & Susan Miller  
Raymond Rawson  
Michael & Sonja Saltman  
Robert Schofield, Jr.  
Carolyn Sparks  
Bret Whipple |
| 2015 | James Bilbray  
Robert & Sandra Ellis  
Gus “Billy” Flanagan  
Gard & Florence Jameson  
Anthony & Diane Pollard |
| 2016 | Fred Albrecht (posthumously)  
Mark Alden  
Amy S. Ayoub  
Shelley Berkley  
Bill D. Brady  
Nick M. Spirtos |
| 2017 | Robert Fowler  
Mary E. Hausch |
| 2018 | Jackie Brantley  
Jay Coates  
John Crear  
and Barbara Crear (posthumously)  
Rosemarie Hartle (posthumously)  
and Kirk Hartle  
Edward J. Quirk  
Randolph Townsend |
| 2019 | Miriam Shearing  
Stephen P. Shearing (posthumously)  
Tony Sanchez III  
Cliff and Donna Findlay |
| 2020 | Selma F. Bartlett  
Michael A. Cherry  
Oscar Goodman  
Sam Lieberman (posthumously)  
Harry Reid  
Robert Stoldal |

### PRESIDENT’S MEDAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Kenny Guinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Carolyn M. Sparks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Kitty Rodman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1999 | Lucille S. Rogers  
Harry Reid |
| 2000 | Bonnie Bryan  
Joseph Crowley  
Dena Guinn  
Bill Raggio  
Donald D. Snyder  
Dina Titus |
| 2001 | Morse Arbbery Jr.  
Shelley Berkley  
Jay H. Brown  
Joseph E. Dini Jr.  
Franny Forsman  
Philip M. Pro  
Landra Reid  
Larry Ruvo |
| 2002 | Selma F. Bartlett  
Joyce Mack  
Joseph M. Neal  
J.A. Tiberti  
Claudine Williams |
| 2003 | A. Somer Hollingsworth IV  
Kenneth G. Ladd  
Nevada Development Authority  
Michael A. Saltman  
Sonja Saltman |
| 2004 | Lynn M. Bennett  
Carlos A. Garcia  
Jane Nichols  
John Robinson |
| 2005 | City of Las Vegas  
Oscar Goodman  
Thom Reilly  
Bobby Siller  
Andrew B. “Drew” Willson |
| 2006 | Gasper Lazzara  
Edward J. Quirk  
Hal K. Rothman  
Deborah Faiman-Shoofey  
Daniel C. Van Epp |
| 2009 | Mark Alden |
| 2010 | Madison B. Graves (posthumously) |
| 2012 | Fred C. Albrecht |
| 2013 | Jim Rogers |
| 2014 | Chris Giunchigliani |
| 2015 | John H. Midby (posthumously) |
| 2020 | Jerry Cade |

### DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR AWARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Shelilagh Brooks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>James Deacon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Marie-France Hilgar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Mohamed Yousef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Maurice A. Finocchiaro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Lawrence Golding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Darlene H. Unrue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Catherine Belliver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Joseph McCullough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Virko Baley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Martha Knack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Joseph A. Fry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Robert Boehm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Hal K. Rothman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Thomas C. Wright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Alan Simmons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Christopher Kearney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Dennis Lindle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2018 | Kwang Kim  
Debra Martin  
Gabriele Wulf |